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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The understanding of life-adjustment processes in 
the treatment setting has been impeded by emphasis on di-
agnostic techniques. Testing, labelling, dissecting, and 
analyzing are standard procedures in the scientific lab-
oratory. In the counseling situation, they seem less app-
licable, since they tend to obscure the phenomenal context 
in which personality functions. 
II. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
To demonstrate the merit of the phenomenological 
approach in the understanding of personality processes. 
Subject: Emily Elizabeth Dickinson, 19th-century 
American poet. 
III. METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Source Materials 
Biographies and critiques. Seventeen biographies 
and critiques of Emily Dickinson's life and works provide 
a fund of historical fact and personal opinion. Because 
they are written from separate points of view, they: (1) 
strengthen the reliability of historical record; (2) 
strengthen the validity of interpretational trend; (3) 
provide a composite reconstruction of the subject per-
sonality. 
viii 
Letters. The subject corresponded voluminously 
throughout her lifetime. Her letters contain her direct, 
personal expression to advisors, friends, and acquaintances. 
Poems. The subject wrote over five hundred poems 
dealing directly or indirectly with death. Most of these 
were published posthumously. Since she wrote privately, 
without the sophistication o1· the scholar or the self-
consciousness of the published artist, they are an unusually 
reliable source of projective material. 
Appearance. Descriptions of the subject by herself 
and by contemporaries, together with the only existing photo-
graph, are considered in terms of self-concept as this is 
influenced by responses of others. 
Related literature. The concepts of social anthropol-
ogy and psychology are related to the biographical material. 
Treatment Of Sources 
Inner-derived. The subject's values, attitudes, and 
thought processes are selected from her projective and direct 
expressions in letters and poetr,y. 
Outer-derived. The effects of cultural and parental 
influences are deduced from biographical and related sources. 
ix 
Other-derived. The individual perceptions of 
biographers and contemporaries are compared for agreement 
and disagreement. 
Manipulation Of Sources 
Departmentalization. The products of the source 
materials are differentiated in terms of the psychobiogenic, 
the social, and the psychodynamic. 
Quotations. (1) Paragraphs and sentences quoted from 
the letters of Emily Dickinson will be identified in the body 
of the thesis by date and correspondent, but will not be foot-
noted. (2) Poems quoted in full or in part will not be foot-
noted. Sources for these two groups of quotations are listed 
in the bibliography. 
Synthesis. Chronologically separate events are linked 
to show the development of significant trends in life processes. 
IV. JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
The Cross-Disciplinary Approach 
Since the thesis attempts to establish relationships 
between an art phenomenon and the life history of the artist, 
the approach includes literar,y criticism as we~l as psychol-
ogy and biography. The case in favor of such a synthesis 
is well defended: 
Literary criticism: 
I have been gradually drawn towards a psych-
ological type of literary criticism because 
X 
I have realized that psychology, more partic-
ularly the method of psychoanalysis, can offer 
explanations of many problems connected with 
the personality of the poet ••• 1 
Biography: 
I have been struck in recent years by the 
attempts of certain critics to rule out bi-
ography from the criticism of literature • 
• • • I find it difficult to accept such a 
dehumanization of literature. The literary 
voice, after all, is not one of the 'voices 
of silence'; it cannot be separated as easily 
as might be believed either ~rom the speaker 
or from the listening world. 
Psychology: 
1 
Personality is not a problem for science or a 
problem for art exclusively, but for both to-
gether. Each approach has its merits, but 
both are needed for even an approximately 
complete study of the infinite richness of 
personality.3 
Herbert Read, The Nature of Literature (New York: 
Grove Press, 1957), p. 13. --
2Leon Edel, Literary Biograpny (New York: Anchor 
Books, 1959), p. xiii. 
3Gordon W.Allport, The Nature Of Personality: 
Selected Papers (Cambridge :Addison-Wesley Press, 1950), 
P• 209. 
The Source Materials 
Biographies and critiques: 
A psychologist who believes that he can tell the 
truth without being 'literary' has only to try 
writing a case history or biography, and then 
compare what he has done to a charazter sketch 
by any novelist of the first order • 
• • • /J;he biographer's] 'facts' do not always 
xi 
yield their meaning easily, and he must choose among 
them with discernment •••• but if he is to perform 
his proper function, the sources must be there, and 
all the relevant sources must be considered.5 
Only a pedant could prefer the dry collections of 
facts that psychology can offer regarding an indiv-
idual mental life to the glorious and unforgettable 
portraits that the gifted •• ,biographer can give,6 
Letters: 
Letters show a man in one form of interaction with 
his contemporaries, and thus offer insights into 
his personality that more self-centered personal 
documents do not.7 
As a self-revealing record of experience and con-
duct the personal document is usually • • .produced 
spontaneously, recorded by the subject himself, and 
intended only for confidential use. Its themes na-
turally revolve around the life of the wri~er, its 
manner of approach is naturally subjective. 
4Henry A. Murray, Explorations In Personality (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1938), pp. 608-609. 
5John A. Garraty, The Nature Of Biograp4Y (New York: 
Alfred Knopf Company, 195~ p. 10 
6Allport, 22• cit., P• 200, 7Garraty, 22• cit., p. 195 
8Gordon '.1. Allport, "The Use Of Personal Documents In 
Psychological Science t" Social Science Research Council Bull-
etin, (New York: 1942), p. xii, · 
xii 
Poems: 
As ••• Emily Dickinson's poetry ••• may be 
regarded as a running notation on her life, it is 
not surprising that scores of the poems are directly 
intended as versified comments on her personal ex-
perience or on her thoughts.9 
The works ••• are palpable projections of the im-
palpable and wholly personal inner experience. The 
poems have their own completeness, inevitably; part 
of their function has been to depersonalize the 
deeply felt feelings; they thus become independent 
works of art, which, in their totality, harbor with-
in them the autobiography of the psyche.lO 
A poet's work must be studied in the light of 
new psychology, with the certainty that ••• 
will secure from the poetry a portrait of the 
author.ll 
Poems of high distinction • • • are the fruits 
by a distinguished way of living is knowni the 
and pure essence of a unique personality. 2 
Appearance: 
the 
we 
where-
secret 
••• it may be said that a person's body is an ob-ject in his life situation with which he behaves as 
he does with other behavior objects •••• It is a 
part of the furniture of his life; ••• physique has 
physical properties that help or hinder the achieve-
ment of goals and make the body suitable or unsuit-
able for carrying particular meaning; like them, too, 
it has phenomenal qualities and is perceived as being 
appropriate and inappropriate for particular kinds of 
9Richard Chase, Emily Dickinson: The American Men Of 
Letters Series (New York: Sloane PUblishing Company, 1951~ 
p. :243. 
10Edel, Q£.cit., (reT. s. Eliot), p. 88. 
1926)' 
11c1ement Wood, ~Lowell 
p. 12. 
12 T . George F. Whicher, h~s 
Scribner's Sons, 1938), P• 7~ 
(New York: Vinal Press, 
Was ! Poet (New York: Charles 
xiii 
behavior. In these ways a person's physique has 
an important influence upon his psychofQgical 
situation and hence upon his behavior. ' 
Related literature: 
The interpretation of personality on the basis of 
literary production has gone far, and as literature 
and psychology become bf4ter acquainted with each 
other, will go further. 
There is • • • a remarkably close relationship be-
tween literary biography and the psychology of 
personality~ but the two fields are by no means 
identical,l:::> 
The use of psychological techniques by biographers 
should result in the reconciliation of many seem-
ing contradictions in their subject's characters, 
leading not to simplification, but to understanding,l6 
When conventional evidence is missing the biographer 
must guess, in any case, and an intelligent guess 
based on psychoanalysis, provided it is clearlz 
labeled a guess • • • can surely be defended,l'l 
13R. Barker, B. Wright, L. Meyerson, and M, Gonick, 
"Adjustment To Physical Handicap And Illness," Social Science 
Research Council Bulletill, (New York: 1953), 55: 5. 
14-Allport 1 s "Documents, " .212.. cit., P• 114-. 
l5Allport 1 s Personality, 
.212.. cit., P• 207. 
16 BiograEhY, cit., p • 24-0. Garraty 1 s .212.. 
17 Ibid., pp. 219-220. 
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The Problem Of Validation 
The following criteria for the validation of the 
thesis, as set forth at a meeting of the Social Science 
Research Council18 were adopted: 
Criterion 
Feeling of subjective certainty 
conformity with known facts 
Mental experimentation in 
problem solving (discernment) 
Social agreement 
Internal consistency 
V. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
Source 
The writer 
Biographies, critiques, 
related literature 
The writer 
The writer, the readers, 
consulted sources 
Self-evident congruence: 
(structure and logic 
of the thesis) 
That the subject's relative distance in time provides 
the tour de force of an accomplished life span and obviates 
the uncertainty of prognosis. 
That the subject's inaccessibility for testing elim-
inates the rigidities of psychometrics. 
That personality is always individual and consists 
of broadly organized patterns that can be identified. 
l8Meeting of the Social Science Research Council, 
Purpose: to discuss the validating criteria of social theory, 
December, 1938. 
That personal documents will reveal central aspects 
of personality. 
That the environment acts to mold the individual and 
the individual acts to change the environment. 
That the social sciences have given scant attention 
to multiplicity, individuality, continuous change, or to 
the person as a source of action.l9 
VI. SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS 
Selectivity 
As Allport has pointed out: 
• • • probably the greatest weakness of the use of 
the use of personal documents in order to arrive at the 
structure, dynamics and functioning of the author's ment.al 
life lies in the arbitrariness of the interpretations.20 
However, the same psychologist has also admitted the inev-
itable margin of personal taste and the necessity for 
discriminatory choice in order to achieve meaningful syn-
th . 21 es~s. The danger of bias is an inherent limitation. 
Yet a recent comparative study of biographies dealing with 
the same person showed that it was impossible to tell which, 
if any, was the "true" portrait. 22 Therefore, it would seem 
l9Robert W. White, Lives !£ Progress (New York: 
Dryden Press, 1952) p. 23. 
20 Allport's "Documents,"~· cit., p. 166. 
21 
Ibid. , p. 173. 
22Allport's Personality, op. cit. p. 208. 
XV 
xvi 
futile to shun interpretive responsibility. 
Biographical Sources 
A general bafflement with the poverty of an his-
torical record obligingly enriched by myth, legend and 
unlikely conjecture seems to prevail among the biograph-
ers of Emily Dickinson. 
The outer simplicity of her life is any biograph-
er's dilemma: she never married, never left Amherst (ex-
cept on a few rare occasions), never moved in artistic 
circles, never patronized the arts, never was published 
during her lifetime (except for 7 poems), and during the 
last twenty years of her life, she never set f'oot off the 
family grounds and never wore any color but white. 
The biographer's dilemma is the psychologist's 
delight: The randomn variables in her life are so limited 
and controlled that it is possible to draw theoretically 
clearcut relationships between individual "symptom" and 
l:!nvironmental "cause." Reciprocity is equally clear, since 
the limitations imposed upon the environment by Emily Dick-
inson were her own means of controlling its variables. Thus, 
the unbroken continuity of family ini'luence - particuJ.arly 
the long influence o1 her father - and the paucity of in-
volvement with others, has f'urnlshed a biographlcal setting 
which approximates the simplicity of a laboratory design. 
'l'he complexity lies within Emily Dickinson. 
As Malcolm Brinnin has observed, the picture of 
genius "fashionlng its signature in silence and obscur-
ity" is one which moves and delights people accustomed 
to evaluating success by worldly criteria?3 When a rev-
erance 1'or the greatness of her accomplishment is added 
xvii 
to the delight, the result among those scholars who have 
undertaken to explain her to the American public, has of-
ten been a mistaken preciosity that dissipates the essence 
of the woman - if' not the poet. Because he avoids the 
error of chivalry, without stinting acknowledgement of her 
art, Richard Chase has produced one of the more valuable 
contributions to the understanding of' Emily Dickinson and 
her works. The writer is chiefly indebted to the Chase 
study for the soundness and wholeness of its supportive 
insights. 
Chapter Plan 
Through a selection of examples :from her work, Chap-
ter II establishes the magnitude of the death theme in the 
poetry of Emily Dickinson. 
Within a comprehensive frame of reference, Chapter 
III presents some probable primitive origins of the poet's 
preoccupation with the death theme. 
Series 
p. 7. 
23Malcolm Brinnin, Emil* Dickinson: 
(New York: Dell Publishlng Company, 
The Laurel Poet~ 
Incorporated, 1150) 
xviii 
In Chapter IV, more highly systematized biograph-
ical material is elaborated upon in connection with the 
poetic death theme. 
In Chapter V, a phenomenological assessment of the 
poet's accomplished life will be contrasted with conclusions 
drawn from the clinical material in Chapters III and IV. 
Implications for the counseling relationship are considered. 
VII EXPECTED OUTCOMES 
To call attention to the need for similar "life" 
studies (as opposed to the "case" study). 
To suggest the possible value of the "life" study 
as an element of instruction in the philosophical orien-
tation of counselor trainees. 
To point out that the study of innate endowment can 
reveal significant slants of response to environment. 
To encourage creativity and flexibility in dealing 
with individual lives since "we sometimes find cases that 
are far more deviant, more alien to current theories, 
seeming to require original formulations, unique termin-
ology and an appeal not to 'common' but to strictly 
•individual' traits in their interpretation."24 
24Allport's "Documents,"~ cit., p. 170 
xix 
To illustrate the importance of phenomenol meanings 
as these are discovered by the counselee and not inter-
preted by the counselor. 
To stress that the human mind defies logical analysis 
since its sum total is organismic and not additive. 
To suggest that there may be an absolute relation-
ship between human development and existentialism. 
To demonstrate that the maladjusted individual copes 
with the environment in poor ways for the ultimate purpose 
of self-realization. 
To contribute to the understanding of Emily Dickin-
son and the literary heritage she has left to the nation. 
CHAPTER II 
THE ART PHENOMENON 
Emily Dickinson has written five or six hundred poems 
dealing directly or indirect~y with the theme of death, a 
preoccupation that accounts for fully a third of her work. 
When she decided to give death human outlines, she 
created what Richard Chasi has called "one of the original 
and enduringly interesting characters of literature." Like 
Melville's confidence man, he is a "triumphant representa-
tion of American gentility."2 
I. DEATH AS CHARACTER 
Native ~· Conservatively cast in the role of 
"solid citizen," death as character made his first bow in 
1860, when Emily Dickinson was thirty years old. He is 
a prototype for his successors, who, in future roles, will 
remain indistinct, of mysterious origins and ambiguous in-
tentions. 
1 Richard Chase, Emily Dickinson: The American Men 
Of Letters Series (New York: Sloane Publishing Company-:-
1951), p. 235· 
2Ibid., P• 58. 
Dust is the only Secret -
Death,;the only One 
You cannot find out all about 
In his 'native town.' 
Nobody knew 'his Father' -
Never was a Boy -
Hadn't any playmates, 
Or 'Early history' -
Industrious! Laconic! 
Punctual! Sedate! 
Bold as a Brigand! 
Stiller than a F'leet! 
Builds, like a Bird, too! 
Christ robs the Nest -
Robin arter Robin 
Smuggled to Rest! 
21 
Here, death is evidently a native of Amherst, but 
despite his local origins, he is the only one "You cannot 
find out all about/in his 'native town.'" Although he 
does not seem to have had either a father or a boyhood, 
we somehow gather that he has been well brought up: A 
model of Puritan rectitude, he is "Industrious! Laconic!/ 
Punctual! Sedate!". Yet he is somehow sinister. Under 
the conservatism, be is "BoJd as a ~ripand!" Under the 
industriousness, he is "Stiller than a Fleet!". 
'l'hen, with the unexpectedness of a magician, he 
changes into a father-bird who permits Christ, God's 
envoy, to smuggl' the baby robins to "rest." The tacit 
collaboration delicately implies that the paternal bird 
has betrayed his family into the hands of death, and is 
himself death's symbol. 
22 
~hantom of delight. Having conJured up her char-
acter, Emily Dickinson caught her first glimpse of him 
the following year, in 1861. Although she has herself 
shaped him, yet she recoils from the sight of him: 
The only Ghost I ever saw 
Was dressed in Mechlin - so -
He wore no sandal on his foot -
And stepped like flakes of snow -
His conversation - seldom -
His laughter, like the Breeze -
~hat dies away in Dimples 
Among the pensive Trees -
His Gait - was soundless,like the Bird -
But rapid - like the Roe -
His fashions, quaint, Mosaic -
Or haply, Mistletoe -
Our interview - was transient -
Of me, himself was shy -
And God forbid l look behind -
Since that appalling Dayl 
Seen in passing, as he hastens to some unknown ren-
dezvous, his clothing is ephemeral, his feet without shoes. 
He is silent - as he will always remain - in the vibrating 
silence of power. Like the laconic solid citizen, his con-
versation is 11 seldom. 11 The "quaint" and "mosaic 11 pattern 
of his ways, makes of each gesture something as separate 
and cryptic as the components of an abstract design. 
Although gay in enigma, his laughter is more alien than 
joyous, and the Mona Lisa smile that lingers in the air 
23 
among "pensive" trees, the archaic mask for a plan whose 
final meaning can never be fathomed. 
Intent upon another errand, death has merely looked 
at her in passing, but in the look, the courtship to come 
is promised, and in the arrogance of his laughter, lies 
the certainty of future success. 
Daemon lover. In 1862, death reappears. Like the 
father-bird and the arboreal traveller, he is a kind of 
secret agent, operating upon the natural scene, but here, 
pretensions to the paternal and the ethereal are exchanged 
for the systematic sensuality of a lover whose kiss brings 
death: 
A Visitor in Marl -
Who influences Flowers -
Till they are orderly as Busts -
And Elegant - As Glass -
Who visits in the Night -
And just before the Sun -
Concludes his glistening interview -
Caresses - and is gone -
But whom his fingers touched -
And v1here his feet have run -
And whatsoever l'louth he kissed -
Is as it had not been -
Employing irony with delicate distinction, the poet 
has painted a picture of floral innocence "influenced" by 
a "visitor." The implication that the flowers were -
after all - corruptible, infers a wholly fictional freedom 
to refuse. Death' s attentions render the nubile flm·rers 
"orderly as Busts/And Elegant as Glass", blending images 
of a museum-like immobility with the 17th century concept 
of sexual passion as the "little death". There is also 
suggested the enthralldom of the bird before the snake; 
the gliding, insinuating intrusion of the "interview" 
that "glistens" having all the sheen of an evil whose 
inva.sion of the garden annihilates every Eve. 
Accomplished guest. In 1863, as the suave country 
gentleman who calls to take the poet for a ca.rriage ride, 
death attains full stature. Although she seeks to eva.de 
his invitation with the excuse of busyness, his "civility" 
impels her acceptance. The bargain had been sealed long 
ago when, in aerial passing, he marked her for his own. 
Now he has come to claim her, and smooth and polite though 
he is, his utter silence implies the inevitabllity of her 
acceptance. In the following lines, the courtship pledged 
in "transient interview" begins: 
24 
Because I could not stop for Death 
He kindly stopped for me 
The Carriage held but just Ourselves 
And Immortality. 
We slowly drove - He knew no hEste 
And I had put away 
l'ly labor and my leisure too, 
For His Civility 
We passed the school, where Children strove 
At recess - in the Ring 
We passed the Fields of Gazing Grain 
We passed the Setting Sun 
Or rather - He passed us 
The Dews drew quivering and chill 
For only Gossamer, my Gown 
My Tippet - only Tulle 
We paused before a House that seemed 
A swelling of the Ground 
The Roof was scarcely visible 
The Cornice in the ground 
Since then - 'tis Centuries - and yet 
Feels shorter than the Day 
I first surmised the Horses' heads 
'.-iere toward Eternity 
25 
The former fascinated paralysis of the flowers be-
fore the frost is elaborated upon here in the fiction of 
unawareness to which the poet clings, as do dreamers in 
dreams. And as in dreams, the silent ride past the epic 
children who "strove", past the stillness of the "gazing" 
grain, is ru_so dream-like. In the frozen timelessness 
of death, motion is illusory. It is lire's panorama that 
passes in review, and the riders who are suspended in 
departing 
time and space. 'l'hese}lscenes have the nightmare 
phantasia of coral forests traversed by leaden-footed 
the 
26 
divers. Their unreality symboli~~ompleteness of her 
removal from fluent life. 
As the purpose of the journey begins to unfold, 
the horror that until now has been hidden behind the 
dreamer's self-deception, comes. 'l'he poet discovers 
she is wearing the costume of a brlde, while beside her 
sits the intended groom. Yet this is to be no happy 
bridal. For evening is upon them, and "only" gossamer 
is her gown, and "only" tulle her veil. As realization 
of her true predicament breaks through, the helplessness 
or dream-horror is upon her. Like the child seduced to 
the hospital by the fiction of a ride in the country, 
she knows bleakJy that she has been duped, and that before 
her lies all eternity in which to taste the bitter con-
summation. 
Death unmasked. In 1878, the poet conquers horror 
by defining its terms: 
Death is the supple Suitor 
That wins at last -
It is a stea1thy Wooing 
Conducted first 
By pallid innuendoes 
And Dim annroach 
But brave- at last lvith Bugles 
And a bieectec1 Co!'WH 
It be2,:r"~ ?hra;:c j n ~rium:ph 
'l'o Troth unknown 
And Kindred as responsive 
As porcelain. 
27 
By calling death "supple", Emily names his most outstanding 
characteristic: his snake-like nature, suggested in the 
sinister, insinuating quality of previous portrayals. In 
the above poem, the gradual encroachment of death upon the 
desired body of the beloved again parodies sexual seduction. 
However, the triumph is not physical possession through carnal 
desire; it is a triumph induced by means of bodily surrender 
to physical decay. In a later poem, the poet rips away the 
last shreds of polite respectability to reveal "A face of 
steel" that, with "A metallic grin" offers "the cordiality 
of Death/Who drills his welcome in." 
Death recast. In a poem called "The Frost Of Death 
lJas On The Pane", the poet returns to the theme of death as 
the despoiler of flowers. But unlike the daemon lover, he 
is no longer glamorously disguised as a Don Juan. Instead, 
frankly reptilian, he crawls on the ground, and is hunted 
through the forest to his lair. 
In "The lJind Tapped Like A Tired Man", .l!Jnily Dickin-
son flings Death still further back from concrete form. 
The gay, swift traveller, who glanced at her so boldly 
before he came to claim her is now a mere shadow of his 
former aicy self. No longer silent with the superior power 
of the silent, his speech is now like "numerous humming 
birds at once." Far less corporeal, where he was once 
~ barefoot, he is now footless, and with "no bone • • • to 
bind him." The tinkling music that drops from his fingers 
is all that remains of his former necromancy. Reduced to 
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a timid and garrulous old man, death as the wind is dis-
persed upon the larger face of nature like any other last, 
sere leaf. Thus does Emily Dickinson take her revenge upon 
a voodoo figure she once breathed into life, and scatter 
his ashes upon the landscape. 
II. DEATH IN NATURE 
Image. In the following poem, the dislimned suitor 
and his preferred nuptial couch linger sensually in the 
spectacle of dying summer: 
If this is "fading" 
Oh let me immediately "fade" I 
If this is "dying" 
Bury me in such a shroud of red! 
If this is "sleep," 
On such a night 
How proud to shut the eye! 
Good ~~ening, gentle Fellow men! 
Peacock presumes to die! 
When the image of death is diffused through a nature poem 
with nature as the dying victim, the victim is always 
feminine, (as were the flower-victims of the frost). 
Masculine symbols are reserved for the aggressive processes 
of death operating upon a mother earth. The following ex-
ample shows a gallant feminine summer surrendering rather 
sensually to death's will. 
She died at play 
Gambolled away 
Her lease of spotted hours, 
Then sank as gaily as a Turk 
Upon a Couch of flowers 
Her ghost strolled softly o'er the hill 
Yesterday, and Today, 
Her vestments as the silver fleece 
Her countenance as spray. 
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Contrast. Organic decay in nature is never as final 
as the organic demise of man. In "Midsummer Was It, When 
They Died", Emily Dickinson contrasts the perfection of 
summer's ripeness with the perfection man achieves only 
through death. ·rhere is the sense that in nature's harvest 
the reaper is less grim, the consummation more certain. 
B,y contrast, the friends who died in midsummer are obscured 
by the haze of burial. Seemingly, the triumph of bloom 
and kernel is more believable than the dubious triumph be-
yond the grave. The poem hints at the gulf between man 
and nature and the alienness of inhuman to human processes. 
Midsummer, was it, when They died -
A full, and perfect time-
The Summer closed upon itself 
In Consummated Bloom -
The Corn, her furthest kernel filled 
Before the coming Flail 
When These - leaned into Perfectness -
Through Haze of Burial 
Similarly, in the poem "Summer .w.as Two Beginnings", she ends 
by observing of summer's dying: 
Departing then - forever 
Forever - until May 
Forever is deciduous 
Except to those who die. 
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Process. As has been shown above, death, although 
operating aggressively upon the natural scene, is not equated 
with nature. Rather, as cosmic agent, death is an omnipresent 
force. The following poem conveys the Dickenson awareness 
its 
of a brooding presence in nature, the sadness o!;mystery, 
and the inexorable purpose behind the mystery as a condition 
for man's death. 
Further in Summer than the Birds 
Pathetic from the Grass 
A minor Nation celebrates 
Its unobtrusive Mass. 
No ordinance be seen 
So gradual the Grace 
A pensive Custom it becomes 
Enlarging Loneliness. 
Antiquest felt at noon 
When August burning low 
Arise this spectral Canticle 
Repose to typify 
Remit as yet no Grace 
No Furrow on the Glow 
Yet a Druidic Difference 
Enhances Nature now 
Man's fear of nature's power is as old as man. 
When Emily Dickinson writes about nature's alien menace, 
she taps not only her own subconscious past, but the deeper 
atavistic past of the race. Thousands of years before her, 
" 
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mankind walked uneasily in more ancient forests. Here, 
the archaic sadness of a burning August noon-time is con-
Veyed in the word "antiquest". This describes the ancient 
quality of the "Druidic Difference" that emphasizes :nature's 
aloofness from man. Earth mother she may be, but only when 
the alien, monolithic menace of the presence that haunts 
nature is not dominant. Nature's processes are as subtley 
remote as the spectral "canticle" of the chanting, invisible 
insects, heralds of the coming "repose" that will bring the 
death of the year. 
Although processes of nature may inspire dread, Emily 
Dickinson believed that to behold the beauty of nature is 
to behold infinity and to experience the power of divine 
grace through the chastisement of beauty. However, in order 
to merit this grace, one must be willing to consent to the 
"disintegrative processes of nature" and to the "destructive 
action of God against man."3 For such reward, Emily is pre-
pared to yield to the conditions for its attainment: 
"Beauty crowds me till I die/Beauty mercy have on me/But if 
I expire today/Let it be in sight of thee." 
3 ~ •• pp. 196, 264. 
In the following poem, having died for beauty, 
the poet meets a kinsman-in-death with whom she talks 
contentedly until nature's encroaching processes seal 
their lips with moss, absorbing them biochemically 
and metaphysically into the divine scheme. 
I died for Beauty - but was scarce 
Adjusted in the Tomb 
When One who died for Truth, was lain 
In an adjoining Room 
He questioned softly 'Why I failed'? 
'For Beauty', I replied -
'And I - for Truth- Themself are one 
1 
• .fe Brethren, are' , He said -
And so, as Kinsmen, met a Night -
We talked between the Rooms -
Until the l":oss had reached our lips -
And covered up - our names -
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CHAPTER III 
BIOGRAPHICAL ORIGINS 
I. COMMUNITY INFLUENCE 
On December 10, 1830, Emily Dickinson was born in 
Amherst, Massachusetts, a community offuur or five hundred 
families whose way of life was founded upon a Puritan tra-
dition dating back to the 17th century. Fear of eternal 
damnation was something with which one buttered one's daily 
bread, and Sunday worship was a "sad and solemn duty, pre-
paring • • • for death and presided over by a dread and 
awful Majesty, whose wrath was to be appeased by dreary 
observance and repeated incantations. ul • • 
More immediate and disquieting than God's vengeance 
in the after-life was fear of death, God's emissary in the 
here and now. In winter, heavy colds readily developed into 
fatal pneumonias, or that most prevalent killer of Amherst's 
young people, consumption. Summer brought fevers and dys-
entery. "Without indoor plumbing, without antibiotics, "in 
the face of an epidemic, no savage exorcising evil spirits 
1 Martha Bianchi, The Life and Letters Of ~ily 
Dickinson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929 , p. 97. 
is more helpless than were the people of Amherst a cen-
tury ago."2 
From their letters to each other, it seems that a 
state of mild apprehension about health was tolerated as 
a natural thing, a part of the pattern of family life. 
From earliest childhood, the fragile Emily battled coughs 
and colds so severe that their aftermath was often a pro-
tracted semi-invalidism. During such times, she was en-
veloped in an atmosphere of brooding parental solicitude. 
A preoccupation with health that in more modern times, 
might be consider~d morbid, is explained by the following 
statistics taken from local records for the year 1851. 3 
The ratio of deaths among young people to total population 
of the communitJ is appalling: 
Name 
Martha Humphrey 
Emeline Packard 
Betsey Packard 
Fanny Field 
Abby Haskell 
Francis Billings 
Ellen Russell 
John Spencer 
Jennie Grout 
Martha Kingman 
Ell en Kingman 
Date Of Death 
:DeCember 10 
December 17 
February 5 
March 3 
April 19 
June 25 
July 17 
October 12 
October 27 
October 30 
November 25 
Harper 
2Millicent Bingham~ Emily Dickinson's 
and Brothers, 1955;, P• 178. 
3Ibid., PP• 176-180. 
Age 
20 
24 
19 
23 
19 
20 
19 
33 
19 
19 
13 
~ (New York: 
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Richard Chase has commented that Emily Dickinson's 
poetry "bespoke a mind which the New England scene has 
made better acquainted with death than with life. • • 
The fact of death early became a fact of life for Emily, 
and the scenes of her childhood brought death's panoply 
to her very doorstep. The orchard of the Dickinson home 
on Pleasant Street, where the family lived from Emily's 
tenth to twenty-fourth years, adjoined the village cemetary, 
so that all the funeral processions of Amherst had to pass 
her door. It is probable that the plain and solitary child 
Emily must sometimes have stood among the Dickinson apple 
trees to watch the funeral processions as they turned in 
at the graveyard. In June, 187'/, she wrote to her friend 
and critic, Thomas W. Higginson, "Khen a few years old -
I was taken to a Funeral which I now know was of peculiar 
distress."5 At forty-seven, the memory was still suffi-
ciently vivid to be recalled in casual correspondence. 
At thirteen, she viewed death more closely when she insisted 
on watching at the death bed of a fifteen-year-old girl. 
In 1845, two years after the experience, she is still 
4 Richard Chase, Emily Dickinson: The American Men 
Of Letters Series (New York: Sloane PUblishing Company-:-
1'951), P• 24. 
5This is the first quotation from Emily Dickinson's 
letters. In this, and in all future instances, the reference 
consulted is: Thomas H. Johnson (ed.), The Letters of Emily 
Dickinson, 3 vols. (Cambridge: The Belknap Press, 1950). 
sufficiently impressed to write a long, detailed account 
to Abiah Root, which ends with the statement: "I looked 
as long as friends would permit and when they told me I 
must look no longer I let them lead me away." 
In these early layers of world experience lie the 
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immured memory traces for the poem about funeral processions: 
("One Dignity Delays For All") and for one of the several 
poems about watching at the death bed: ("'Tis Sunrise 
Little Maid"). 
6 
Richard Chase speaks of her early "goulish" and 
"self-indulgent flirtations" with ideas of death, but 
Thomas Johnson, while admitting the morbidity, points out 
that her absorption was "integral with the process of view-
ing death in all possible ways in order to make final ad-
justment to it."7 One might try to pretend that death did 
not exist, but its omnipresence in Amherst made this im-
possible. For Emily, the fact had to be faced and brought 
to terms. Millicent Bingham did not find her youthful pre-
occupation with the subject so remarkable as the b~~ancy 
6Q:E.. Cit., p. 44 
7Thomas Johnson, Emi~ 
Biography (Cambridge : Harva 
Dickinson, An Inte~retive 
University Press,55) p. 211. 
of spirit that still remained to her under such circum-
stances.8 
II. PARENTAL INFLUENCE 
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Psychiatrist Lawrence Kubie has likened childhood 
to a journey through a Hansel and Gretel woodland which 
he calls a forest of "frightening familiars."9 Accor-
ding to Kubie, in this forest, experience is made up of 
meetings with and partings from the familiar and the 
strange, so that there exists for a long time, an inter-
changeableness: The strange is haloed by associations 
with the familiar and the familiar may, in another con-
text, become the strange. This flux of ambiguity keeps 
the sense of wonder at its peak until the mind has had 
time to make understandable connections between the in-
fant self and other objects.1° From the child's point of 
view, Schachtel assures us that on this journey through 
childhood "no Columbus, no Marco Polo has ever seen 
stranger and more fascinating ••• sights.ul1 
8 
Bingham, 211.• cit., p. 179. 
9Lawrence Kubie, Neurotic Distortion Of The Creative 
Process (Lawrence: University of Kansas Pres~ 1958), p. 5. 
10Ibid., P• 13. 
11Ernest Schachte1, "On Memory and Childhood Amnesia," 
! Study Of Integ4ersonal Relations (New York: Grove Press 
Incorporated, 1 9), P• 17. 
One hundred years before Lawrence Kubie, Emily 
Dickinson wrote a poem about a childhood journey through 
a forest of frightening familiars in which the dangers en-
countered by the children who hurried down that dark wood-
land road represent life's journey through the terrors of 
death to the home that is heaven. Its similarity to the 
Hansel and Gretel allegory of a 20th-century psychiatrist 
shows the same intuitive grasp of a totemic truth: 
Through lane it lay - through bramble -
Through clearing and through wood -
Banditti often passed us 
Upon the lonely road. 
The wolf came peering curious 
The owl looked puzzled down 
The serpent's satin figure 
Glid stealthily along 
The tempests touched our garments 
The lightning's poinards gleamed 
Fierce from the Crag above us 
The hungry Vulture screamed 
The satyr's fingers beckoned 
The valley murmured "Come" 
These were the mates 
This was the road 
These children fluttered home. 12 
Taking an opposite view of nature in a letter written in 
August, 1862, to Colonel Higginson, Emily volunteers the 
following childhood reminiscence: 
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12
rn this, as in all future instances, quotations in 
full or in part from Emily Dickinson's poetry have been 
taken from the most com~lete edition (chronologically arranged): 
Thomas H. Johnson, (ed.) The Complete Poems Of Emily Dickinson 
(Boston: Little Brown and-company, 1960). 
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When much in the Woods as a little girl, I was told 
that the Snake would bite me, that I might pick a 
poisonous flower, or Goblins kidnap me, but I went along 
and met no one but Angels, who were far shyer of me, 
than I could be of them, so I hav'nt that confidence 
in fraud which many exercise. 
Instead of the satyrs who beckoned in the poem, 
here the child-in-the-wood meets only "Angels." The 
disparity between the terrors in the poem and her child-
hood memory of nature may be explained by the fact that 
"in the mind of a child [natur;J • • • is a playful world 
of equally sentient creatures and • • • may at any time 
erupt into a hostile force which devours and destroys."13 
The poet Dickinson translated the inner terrors 
and joys of childhood into the phenomena of outer nature. 
The psychiatrist reconstructs the forest out of the pri-
vate world of childhood sensation: According to Schachtel, 
infant memory starts with "complex, undifferentiated states 
of ••• body-feeling." Repetition of these states cannot 
bring recognition, as the infant has no powers of cognition. 
There is only a certain "re-sensing, a re-experiencing of 
dim states of his own well-being or not well-being."14 • • • 
13 Chase, 2£• cit., p. 156. 
14 Schachtel, 2£· cit., p. 27. 
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Mother 
As with all children, so with Emily. Before she 
knew her parents by name, or by face, she knew them by 
presence - or by absence in presence. From letters and 
eye-witness accounts, Emily's mother, Emily Norcross 
Dickinson, emerges as a vague, tentative person, who, 
when Emily Elizabeth was twenty-six years old, seems to 
have suffered a prolonged emotional lapse in the privacy 
of the family. One surmises that in handling the small 
Emily, the same tentativeness and va~eness were conveyed 
through touch. 
In January of 1874, Emily wrote to T. W. Higginson: 
"I never had a mother." In December, 1882, she wrote to 
Mrs. Holland: "We were never intimate Mother and Children 
while she was our Mother ••• " What she may have been 
saying was that her mother was "absent" though present, 
and that positive physical or emotional contact had been 
lacking during the formative years. 
A seventeen-year-old Emily's letters to her brother 
Austin, written during the year she attended Mount Holyoke 
Seminary in Northampton, reveal the vastness of the gulf 
between mother and daughter: A letter dated October 21, 
1847, states dryly: "Tell mother that she was very thought-
ful to inquire in regard to the welfare of my shoes. Upon 
one of the rare occasions when Mrs. Dickinson had written 
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directly to her daughter, Emily's reply was contained in 
a letter to Austin dated November 2, 1847: "You must tell 
mother that I was delighted to see her handwriting once more, 
but that she need not put herself out to write me for I 
know just how much she has to do & on that account do not 
expect to see letters from her very often." 
Although elusive to Emily, Mrs. Dickinson's attitude 
toward Emily's father was an early important influence upon 
her daughter. Of Mrs. Dickinson, Martha Bianchi uncomprom-
isingly maintains that Squire Dickinson "was to her Jehovah, 1115 
Father 
In connection with the effect the sombre cast of 
Edward Dickinson's character may have had upon his infant 
daughter, Genevieve Taggard observes: 
Nothing ever becomes in life more intimate than the 
face of our dominant parent, seen in the blurred dream 
we begin in. The reconnoitering child, and above it 
in the firmament the parent's Face too alone for any 
dimension ••• even late in life the Face remembered, 
means something near and strange, unutterable,l6 
Adult eyes saw Edward Dickinson, country squire, 
lawyer, graduate of Yale, Major in the Militia, Treasurer 
of Amherst College, Secretary of the Fire Society, only 
15B· h" "t 9 1anc 1, 2£• £1_., P• 
16Genevieve Taggard, The Life And Mind Of ~ily 
Dickinson (New York: Alfred x:-Knopf Company, r93 p. 35. 
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l~an on the School Committee, member of the Massachu-
setts Legislature, and of the United States House of Rep-
resentatives. He was tall and commanding, with a lofty 
brow and stern, burning eyes. His manner seems to have 
been cold and austere, alw~s under perfect control. 
Genevieve Taggard comments on the "fastidious and formal 
authority, the probity, the will to righteous order" 
evident in his formal portrait.17 
How did he appear to the eyes of a child? Or what 
is more likely, how did he feel to the eyes of a child? 
Richard Chase remarks "to a little girl, he must have 
seemed formidable enough with his solemnity, and his 
terseness, with the rigidity and anxious remoteness of his 
being, with his long silences and his grave legislative 
18 
disposal offamily matters." With that precociousness 
and heightened sensitivity which are the mark of the gifted, 
she probably experienced "Father" as a vast and forbidding 
source of unease. As a grown woman, Emily Dickinson traced 
her first recollection of an "Act distinctly of the spirit" 
to her father. According to Chase, what this may have meant 
is that "her father's image lingered at the background of 
17Ibid., p. 34. 18 Chase, ££.cit., p. 144. 
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her idea of the astonishing and the awful ••• "19 
Communication. It is doubtful that Edward Dickinson 
ever played with his small daughter. In later years, she 
herself remark~ that he "never played.n20 Instead, it is 
likely that the aloof paternal entity may have imprinted 
deeply upon the infant poet mind its first sense of 
abstraction. 
Martha Bianchi reports that during the years of 
Emily's protracted childhood, her father's preferred 
method of punishment was to take his hat and cane and 
leave the house. In the space where once he had been 
he left "an emptiness indicative of reproof, a wordless 
censure more devastating to her [Emilij than any judgment 
day." The same author adds: " ••• he knew her nature 
well enough to administer only his stern silence ••• 1121 
In this fashion, Emily was sensitized to the power of 
silence and the fullness of space. 
There still survives a half-sheet of paper headed 
"Dear Father" and signed at the bottom, "Emily." The space 
between is blank. This most articulate of poets, who, as 
Malcolm Brinnin puts it, demonstrates that she possessed 
"that angelic familiarity with language that defines the 
19Ibid., p. 236. 
20Letter to Lou and Fanny Norcross, dated March, 1871. 
21 Bianchi, ~· Cit. P• 17. 
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poet" could find nothing to say to her honored parent in 
life. The lack of communication between them is further 
evident in such observations as: 
and, 
I never knew how to tell time by the clock till I 
was fifteen. My father thought he had taught me but 
I did not understand & was afraid to say I did not 
& afraid to ask anyone else lest he should know. 23 
I dont love to read your letters all out loud to father 
- it would be like opening the kitchen door when we 
get home from meeting Sunday, and are sitting down by 
the stove saying just what we're a mind to, and having 
father hear. I dent know why it is, but it gives me 
a dreadful feeling, and I skipped about the wild flowers, 
and one or two llttle things I loved the b~st, for I 
could'nt read them loud to any body.24 
Ambivalence and resolution. The following attributes 
are usually associated with the Judaic-Christian concept of 
deity. Biographers have unreservedly claimed their equiva-
lents for Edward Dickinson. In a man of flesh and blood, 
their manifestations must have produced certain stresses 
and strains in daily living for those around him. 
The unmoved mover. 
Precision in the details of life took away Edward's 
flexibility; he did not need it greatly for everyone 
came to rely on his inability to give way.25 
August 
1853. 
22B · · "t 14 rlnnln, ~· £!_., p. • 
23T. W. Higginson's notes after 
16, 1870. (Johnson's Letters). 
seeing E.D. on 
24 Emily to brother Austin, letter dated April 16, 
25Taggard, ~· £11., P• 37. 
If one thing is fixed, Edward Dickinson believed 
that others will adjust themselves to it.26 
"!!l;t will be done." 
No one rose up to contradict father, and thus no 
crack appeared in the 'familiar divinity•.27 
Mr. Dickinson's views were regarded by his family as 
embodying abEolute values. Their own attitudes were 
based on his eternal rightness.28 
4-5 
His convictions held even after he was dead. Since 
'absence is condensed presence,' the~ more than ever, 
if possible, what he wished was law.~9 
"Deliver~~ evil." 
No one in the monarchy but Edward himself had any 
knowledge of the world. If he chose to say that the 
world was evil, his testimony must be allowed to 
stand, for lack of an opponent. And he could say 
that the world was evil with evidence, because he 
practised, weighted~0explored and gave decisions on matters of evil.~ 
"Thill! shalt have !!£ other gods before ~--" 
B,y virtue of being his son or his wife or his daughter, 
the tie was unbreakable. Of them he demanded and ob-
tained obedience. If he wished the family circle to 
remain unbroken, unbroken it remained • • • for none 
of them left home.5l 
26 
Millicent Bingham, 2£• £11., P• 3. 
27Taggard, 2£• cit., P• 4-2. 28B· h ·t 3 ~ng am, 2£•£.1_•, P• • 
29Ibid., p. 3· 30Taggard, loc. cit. 
3lBingham, loc. cit. 
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A teen-aged Emily once marched out of the 
house during the dinner hour 
••• and was found back of the barn under a big tree 
with a hammer and a stone, between which she was re-
ducing [a chin~ plate into the most infinitesimal 
fragments, and she remarked that now she hoped she 
should remember not to put it on the table again.?2 
This act of destruction had been triggered by her father's 
complaint that the plate (which she had set at his place) 
was nicked. Since he had reprimanded her on other occa-
sions about receiving the same plate, Emily pulverized 
the offending piece of china in order to "remember" not 
to put it before him again. The methodical fury behind 
the systematic, piece-by-piece destruction of the plate, 
the previous "forgetting", and the determined introjection 
of her father's will, suggest a struggle with resentment 
and hostility of long duration, yet so prohibited, her 
anger could only be taken out on an inanimate piece of 
china. 
To the uncompromising eyes of youth, the man who 
was extolled as "one of the firmest pillars of society, 
education, order, morality and every good cause ••• u33 
presented an underside to his character that Emily viewed 
with tongue in cheek. Her relentless vision may have seen 
a Janus: one mask molded in lines oi' moral recti tude and 
self-righteousness; the other mask flint-like, fixed in 
a cast of cruelty and intolerance. We may suppose that 
32Taggard, 2£• cit., p. 375, quoting from Emily 
Dickinson's Personality Book~. Vol. IX, May, 1892, pp. 157-8. 
33 Bingham, 2£• cit., p. 444, quoting from The History 
Q! Amherst College by 'WIT'liam S. Tyler, pp. 538-549." 
these inconsistencies were equally apparent to others: 
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Edward Dickinson's funeral address, delivered on June 28, 
1874, by the Reverand J. L. Jenkins, would be unconventional 
by the standards of any era. For those conventional times, 
its note of apology and explanation are strange indeed. 
It is quoted in part as follows: 
It is a condition of humans that men are not known 
by contemporaries. Here influences that warp and dis-
tort judgements are many and strong. Here occasions 
for conflict, for misunderstandings, for alienations 
are so frequent that perfect concord is impossible • 
• • • If under the great illumination which death 
diffuses, men remain blind and refuse to see the ex-
cellencies made apparent, we are forced to recognize 
the presence and ~ower of inveterate prejudice, or 
wicked hate ••• 3 
Possibly the Reverand Jenkins felt the inhabitants of 
Amherst had come to bury Caesar and not to praise him. 
If so, he must have known that the "influences" that had 
distorted the judgement of his fellow citizens were indeed 
"many and strong. " But as contemporary comment indicates, 
the "occasions for conflict" and "alienation" seem to have 
been largely influenced by Squire Dickinson himself: In 
a letter to Austin dated March 25, 1852, his sister Lavinia 
writes: 
(New 
34Jay Leyda, The Years and Hours of Emily Dickinson 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), Vol.II, p. 226. 
Ohl dear! Father is killing the horse. I wish 
you'd come quick if you want to see him alive. 
He is whipping him because he didn't look quite 
•umble' enough this morning. Ohl Austin, it 
makes me so angry to see that noble creature so 
abused. Emily is screaming to th~ top of her 
voice. She's so vexed about it.?/ 
Another letter written April 14, 1846, by one Ithamar 
Conkey of Amherst to one C. E. Forbes in Northampton 
complains: 
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The last proposition which Dickinson made to me 
last evening was to pay me the ballance of my Acct. 
& each one pay his own costs, which I refused to do • 
• • • I suppose my costs in the suit would not be a 
large sum, but it is manifestly unjust, & Dickinson's 
conduct about it is so exceptionable that I did not 
feel satisfied •••• it appears to me that he wants 
to extort from me a few dollars, whether for the ben-
efit of his client or not is as much a mystery to6me as some of his other conduct in this case •••• ? 
Considering the social pressures of the times in 
which he lived and the prominence of his position in the 
community, Edward Dickinson professed Christ late in life, 
waiting until ~e was almost fifty. His grandchild, Martha 
Bianchi, eulogizes him as "one of the most just, loyal and 
reserved souls that ever avoided cant or religious over-
37 
expression". But when he finally reached the point of 
public avowal, the minister is reported to have said to 
him: "You want to come to Christ as a lawyer - but you must 
35Ib~d., 105 V 1 I • P• ' o • • 36 Ibid,, Vol. I, p. 108, 
37Bianchi, 2£• cit., p. 94. 
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come to him as a poor sinner - get down on your knees and 
let me pray for you, and then pray for yourself !"38 
The reservations detected by the minister are evident in 
sharper discrepancies between practise and lip service 
noted below: 
Punctilious about the observance of Sunday and all 
religious conventions, he had at heart little 
Christian charity. Looking after a departing fig-
ure, he is said to have mused, 'There goes another 3n fool that thinks he can make something of himself.' 7 
Thomas Johnson has commented that Emily's many 
references to her father in letters written between her 
twenty-first and twenty-fourth years "pulsate between 
attraction and repulsion. n40 The typical anecdote is 
usually humorous, but with an undertone of sardonic res-
ervation. Pride in her father's prominent position mingles 
with an acute awareness of the underlying discrepancies. 
Although much of her disdain derives from the intolerance 
of the young for the foibles of the older generation, a 
certain bite to the irony suggests an ambivalence driven 
below the surface to emerge with relative safety in humor. 
38 
Taggard, 2Q• cit., p. 113, quoting from George 
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To Austin on March 2, 1852, she writes: "Let me add as I 
go along, that father's frame of mind is ~ usual the 
happiest, developing itself in constant acts of regard, 
" and epithets of tendernessl On October 17, 1851, she 
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describes to Austin the palm leaf hat and pantaloons worn 
by her father on some barnyard chore, remarking critically: 
I dont think 'neglige' quite becoming to so mighty a 
man. I had rather a jacket of green and your barndoor 
apparel, than all the mock simplicity of a lawyer and 
a man. 
Her sister Lavinia is more emphatic in disapproval when she 
writes to Austin on May 10, 1852: "Mother has been sick 
for two days & Father 'is as he is,' so that home has been 
rather a gloomy place, lately. • • " 
By the end of her twenties, finished with outward 
rebellion, Emily Dickinson could decline an invitation to 
visit a beloved friend about to leave Amherst permanently, 
by penning smoothly, "I do not go out at all, as father 
will come and miss me, or miss some little act, which I 
might forget, should I run away. ,4-l The docile child who 
does not leave her own yard to play in forbidden places 
is evident in the woman's phrase "should I run away" -
and shows how completely paternal wish has been absorbed 
into a private rationale. 
41From a letter to Mrs. Joseph Haven, written in 1859. 
The "saucy little rebel in God's back yard"42 who 
once spUke disapprovingly of her parent when he walked 
the earth on feet of clay in pantaloons and palm leaf hat, 
could speak of him in elegaic stanza as simply as though 
addressing deity when he walked the earth no more: 
Father and God 
Lay this Laurel on the One 
Too intrinsic for Renown 
Laurel - veil your deathless tree 
Him you chasten, that is He! 
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Ambivalence and resolution. Reverent and irreverent 
attitudes toward her father are transferred to reverent 
and irreverent ideas about God. When Emily personifies 
the deity, the inconsistencies and disparities in the 
"mock simplicity" of Edward Dickinson, "a lawyer and a man"43 
are reflected in a celestial citizen, variously reproached 
in her poetry for being a "swindler," a "burglar," a 
"maurauder," a "banker", or a "distant lover." Without 
mincing words, Emily states her opinions with far more 
downright asperity than she would have used in the presence 
of her earthly father: 
42 Brinnin, QQ• cit., p. 13. 
43 See p. 50. 
'Heavenly Father' - take to thee 
The supreme iniquity 
Fashioned by thy candid Hand 
In a moment contraband 
Thou to trust us - seem to us 
l"lore respectful - •wre are Dust' 
'We apologize to thee 
For thine own Duplicity. 
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Except during the times he was on political duty 
in Boston or 'Washington, Edward Dickinson was punctilious 
about returning from his law office on l"lain Street in 
Amherst to eat noon dinner with his family. Four times 
each weekday for over forty years, the ritual of arrival 
and departure was attended by the women of the family, 
who stood ready to brush his coat, hand him his hat and cane, 
and serve him his food and drink. Domestic routine revolved 
around the rhythms of these events. In the following poem 
bmily Dickinson reveals her mingled anticipation and appre-
hension as she awaits her father's return from a trip. 
Although she is describing the feelings of a woman in her 
thirties, their child-like quality suggest that these emo-
tions may be perpetuated from her childhood. The clock 
that measures her father's approach associates Edward Dick-
inson with the importance of being punctual. 
I think the longest Hour of all 
Is when the Cars have come 
And we are waiting for the Coach 
It seems as though the Time 
Indignant - that the Joy was come 
Did block the Gilded Hands 
And would not let the Seconds by 
But slowest instant - ends 
The Pendulum begins to count 
Like little Scholars - loud 
The steps grow thicker - in the Hall 
The Heart begins to crowd 
Then I - my timid service done 
Tho' service 'twas, of Love 
Take up my little Violin 
And further North - remove. 
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It is odd that although Edward Dickinson placed great em-
phasis on the virtues of punctuality, his daughter did not 
know how to tell time until she was fifteen, and perhaps 
because of her ignorance, was often reprimanded for late-
ness. l~or did she feel free to explain the nature of the 
difficulty, since to have done so would have been to shatter 
Mr. Dickinson's illusion that he had successfully taught her. 
She takes her revenge by poking fun at the punctualityof 
God's celestial domesticity: 
Lightly stepped a yellow star 
To its lofty place 
Loosed the Moon her silver hat 
From her lustral Face 
All of hvening softly lit 
As an Astral Hall 
Father, I observed to Heaven, 
You are punctual. 
Still another poem ends with the triumphant discovery that 
"Jehovah's watch is wrong!" 
After her father's death in June of 1874, Emily 
wrote to Thomas W. Higginson to say "His Heart was pure and 
terrible and I think no other like it exists. 11 This sense 
of the ultimate pervades all her post mortem statements about 
her father, in verse as well as in prose. With him in mind, 
she wrote "I know thee better for the Act/That made thee 
first unknown/The stature of the empty nest/Attests the Bird 
that's gone." 
The "act" that made Edward Dickinson"first unknown" 
is the act of his dying, which in correspondence with Higgin-
son, Emily describes as her experience of the "first Act dis-
tinctly of the spirit." In the "Bird that's gone" it is 
possible to recognize the father-robin of "Dust Is The Only 
Secret" who, twenty years earlier, was a collaborator with 
death. Taken now himself by death, no trace of the former 
betrayer remains. 
In dying, the perfection Edward Dickinson achieved 
was absolute. To T. W. Higginson, Emily now refers to him 
as "that Pause of Space which I call 'Father'". As with 
Father, so with God. By extending deity further outward 
into space, the fallacy of human imperfection evaporates 
under the perpetual noon of eternity where an Unmoved Mover 
exists in perfect, faceless leisure. Says Emily: 
I know that He exists. 
Somewhere - in Silence 
He has hid his rare life 
From our gross eyes. 
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One is reminded of the vibrating power of death's silence 
when he called to take her for a carriage ride, or of the 
power of Edward Dickinson's silence in reproof. Silence, 
Emily has discovered, is the mark of a deity who does not 
speak because he is not made as humans are: 
Silence is all we dread. 
There's Ransom in a Voice 
But Silence is Infinity. 
Himself have not a face. 
Somewhere far out on the blazing Elysium fields of an 
eternal Miltonic midday, are God and Edward Dickinson, 
where: 
There is a zone whose even years 
No solstice interrupt, 
Whose sun constructs perpetual noon, 
Whose perfect seasons wait; 
Whose summer set in summer till 
The centuries of June 
And 6enturies of August fuse 
And consciousness is noon. 
Grace. In Emily Dickinson's time, Puritan auth-
ority defined religious grace as "a power which pursued the 
soul, forcibly seized upon it, and if the soul was stubborn, 
44 
violently reversed the will." Despite the violence, the 
act of communion with the infinite brought the delight 
of completion. Under the impressive sanction or Puritan 
orthodoxy, much of Emily Dickinson's poetry is "an extended 
'inquiry' into why her spirit is 'ravished'". 4 5 
44 Chase, 2£• cit., p. 147. 
45 
Ibid., p. 1~2. 
She states her yearning !'or the "fullness of infinity" 
and writes that she is "fathomed" by emanations of a mys-
terious power. As a mark of great favor, this in1'lux 
of grace 1'rom beyond the natural world confers divine 
wifehood upon the fortunate recipient. '.!!he total ex-
perience is described by 
or a fullness made • • • 
<Jhase as "an emptlness newly 
empty. n46 
filled<' 
The impression of a coming and a going defines the 
act of visitation: In 1862, Emily Dickinson wrote about 
"A grant of the Divlne/That certain as it comes/Withdraws -
and leaves the dazzled Soul/In her unfurnished Rooms." 
In the same year, she also described the experience as 
"The moments of Dominion/'.!!hat happen on the Soul/And leave 
it with a Discontent;:roo exquisite to tell." 
Richard Chase points out that the idea o1' grace 
or divine lnflux is related to the patterns of action 
and rest found in the Dickinson poetry. This often takes 
the form of an ecstatic visitation upon the poet, and 
leaves her with a blissful afterglow. However, "at its 
deeper levels, her typical experience is o! motion in-
volving pain or terror - cessation, and an ensulng state 
of rest which either can be expressed by images or remains 
46 
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Although high~y evolved from its source in her 
verse, the pattern is so kinesthetic, it suggests psycho-
analytic origins. 
When her sister Lavinia was born, the two-year-old 
Emily spent a month away from home in the care of her 
mother's sister. During that time, Emily's aunt sent 
reports to both parents on the welfare of their absent 
child. On May 20, 1833, she writes to Emily's mother: 
" ••• she does not express a wish to see you-
Hope this wont make you feel bad - She is very 
affectionate & we all love her very much - She 
dont appear at all as she does at home & she does 
not make but very little trouble •••• I presume 
you want to see her very much - but she is sohappy 
here she must not go yet •••• "48 
The aunt, who sees Emily as a loving child, worthy of 
love, reports that Emily is so happy with them, she 
must be permitted to stay longer. Nor does the child 
ask for either parent. On the other hand, the auut 
"presumes" they want to see their child. The word 
"presumes" seems delicately cryptic, its lack of affir-
mation seeming to imply the shadow of a reproof. The 
statement that Emily makes very little trouble and does 
not "appear at all as she does at home" suggests that 
47 
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as she appeared at home, Emily was troublesome, 
In her teens and twenties Emily "remained a gay 
and high-spirited child, with 'Instincts for Dance -
a capaer part - An Aptitude for Bird' ". 49 She may 
well have been a hyperactive toddler with the more varied 
and intense sensory responses of the gifted, At two or 
three, she would not yet have learned how to control or 
channel her excitability, and it is possible that in her 
efforts to get the affection and attention denied her 
from her parents, she may have often provoked punishment. 
In the meting out of punishments, it is doubtful that 
Emily's timid mother took the initiative. A group of 
letters that passed between Mr. Dickinson and his family 
during the winter of 1838 while he served on the Massa-
chusetts Legislature supports this impression. Mr. 
Dickinson's letters to the children continually exhort 
them to be good, instruct them minutely in their duties 
and in ways of guarding their heal ths and not making any 
trouble for mother. Letters to his wife continually 
exhort her to keep up her spirits and not to allow her 
discouragement to overcome her and instruct her minutely 
in those activities she may and may not undertake. 
49Hharles R. Anderson, Emily Dickinson's Poetry: 
Stairway Of Surprise (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston Company, 1960), P• 5. 
The following letter, dated January 8, 1839, that Mr. 
Dickinson wrote to his wife does not differ greatly 
from the kinds of letters he wrote to the chi~dren: 
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Let the children be careful to avoid getting hurt, 
or taking colds, or being out in the winds, Lavinia 
must be guarded agst ~roup - & above all, take the 
best care of yourself - don't be nervous - Let not 
your anxiety overcome you - be calm - don't overdo -
get along as easy as you can ••• Tell the little 
children that they must be good & obey their mother 
in all things, & not make her any trouble - if they 
want to please me. In wet weather, Austin must wear 
his new thick boots.50 
If Emily were an unusually excitable child, reared in a 
home where she appeared troublesome and which she did not 
miss when absent from it,and if the other set of postulates 
are an obsessively exact, punitive father from whom she 
received no compensatory affection, certain consequences 
suggest themselves: During the frequent times that the 
small child may have been totally absorbed in some dis-
orderly, noisy activity, her father, annoyed because she 
was upsetting household routine, would bear down upon 
her, hal~ her frantic activity, seize her in an iron grip, 
lift her from her feet and transport her to a closet, 
there to remain "at rest" for a while. Note that in this 
50 
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construct, the components are: (1) eKStacy in motion, 
(2) interrupted by pain or terror, (3) cessation and 
rest, (4) period of inactivity of the body while the mind 
remains active. All of these components are present in 
the Chase description of the action - rest patterns in 
the Dickinson poetry. (See pp. 56-7.) Emily records 
a childhood experience of punishment in a poem which we 
may suppose could have been a standard disciplinary pattern 
in the Dickinson household: 
They shut me up in Prose 
As when a little Girl 
They put me in the Closet 
Because they liked me 'still' 
Still! Could themself have peeped 
And seen my Brain - go round -
'rhey might as wise have lodged a Bird 
For Treason - in the Pound. 
Shut up in the dark of the closet, it is impossible to 
know the images that flashed through the mind of the child. 
At a very early age, they would have remained beyond per-
ception. Perhaps they were merely kaleidoscopic forms 
and colors, both beautiful and terrifying. Certainly 
some oi' the pain and ts:ror of the invasion of her secret 
world by a huge silent figure dressed in black with burning, 
angry eyes and b,urtful hands must have lingered in the 
dark closet with the child. Edward Dickinson may not have 
been a monster from the adult frame of reference, but to 
the startled child, the incomprehensibility of his 
act would have made thim monstrous enough. 
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In psychoanalytic circles, it is generally con-
ceded that physical assault upon the immature ego may 
induce trauma equivalent to sexual assault.51 In the 
case of Emily Dickinson, the content of her associations 
to such incidents is beyond the possibility of analytic 
recall. Richard Chase maintains that despite Edward 
Dickinson's "great importance in the formation of his 
daughter's personality ••• he was not, certainly, the 
tyrant and lover-in-disguise that he is sometimes assumed 
to be."52 The statement is literally true. But the ten-
dency of the unconscious (or autonomous) mind to abstract 
and condense symbols is well known and explains why the 
fusion of logically unrelated ideas may occur - to appear 
in dreams, in the psycho .. .neuroses, in art, and in the 
fantasies of childhood. 
The relationship between childhood fantasy and 
5lChase points out the "abstraction of myth and 
idea with which the daughter endows her father in response 
to the feelings of guilt which rise between them." In this 
connection he adds: "'fhe father beheld as an aggressor, 
is more easily admitted to the mind of the daughter as 
a speechless or ineffable abstraction than in his human 
reality." (Chase, .QQ• cit., p. 14-5.) 
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and adult conceptualization is well known. Although 
in specific instances an adult elaboration may evolve 
into an entity well validated by material from the cul-
it 
ture~is sometimes analytically possible to recover the 
lost origins. The following is a letter written by Emily 
Dickinson to an unidentified correspondent during the last 
decade of her life. It is interesting as an example of 
an adult philosophy of beauty which may be linked to the 
childhood parental influence, and is quoted in part below: 
1. 
2. 
Should you ask me my comprehension of a 
starlight Night 
Awe 
were my only reply, 
3. and so of the mighty Book 
4-. It stills 
5. incites, 
6. infatuates 
7. blesses 
8. and blames 
in one 
9. Like Human Affection 
10. we da:renot touch it, yet flee 
What else remains? 
11. How vast is the chastisement of beauty 
given us by our Maker! 
Nature - Beauty 
Father - God 
God 
reproves 
provokes 
seduces 
approves 
disapproves 
Father 
Emily 
Condensation 
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The preceding excerpt has been broken down into 
numbered items, but without changing the order of the 
associations. The column at the right provides an 
actual or symbolic equivalent for each item. 
The items are analyzed as follows: 
Item 
1. Stimulus: outer-derived: reality of nature Starry nigl: 
2. Response: reverance: father and God as natural Awe 
4. 
thru 
8. 
9. 
10. 
phenomena 
New Stimulus: inner-derived; reality symbol 
for deity 
Responses: (1) directly, to the Bible; 
(2) vertically to God; (3) horizontally to Father 
New Stimulus: inner-derived; emotional need 
Response: attraction-repulsion: attracted 
by need; repulsed by pain 
11. Resolution: escapes pain by attributing 
"chastisement" from a natural 
phenomenon (archetypal father) 
to the will of God. 
The majestic quality of Emily Dickinson's highly intellec-
tualized choice of words in items 4. through 8. places 
them on a painless and reverent level far removed from 
Bible 
Affection 
the immediacy of human feeling. A god may "still," "incite", 
"infatuate", "bless", and "blame"; but only Edward Dickinson 
could punish, reward, aggravate, seduce, approve and disapprove. 
It would seem that this system of ideas had proliferated 
extensively from its primitive roots into the larger en-
vironment as a letter to James D. Clark dated March 15, 
1883, suggests: 
I wish I could show you the hyacinths that em-
barrass us by their loveliness, though to cower 
before a flower is perhaps unwise, but Beauty 
is often timidity - ~erhaps oftener pain. 
Richard Chase runs counter to a generation of kindly, 
peripatetic biographers when he links the nature of the 
father-daughter relationship between Emily and Edward to 
the fact that her poetry reveals "the lowly achieve status 
through ravishment by unspeakable power." He then immed-
iately mars this insight by disclaiming any "specific 
psychoanalytic intent."53 From the most unlikely quarter, 
there comes a statement that provides the coup-de-grace 
to his disclaimer. All unaware, straight from the Age 
of Innocence to which she belonged, Martha Bianchi so~-
emnly pronounces that "from her father there descended 
upon her the inward quality of her own outward grace."54 
Inevitably, the same writer extends the rellgious cast 
53chase, Ibid,, pp. 122, 14-5 • 
.54B · h . . t 93 '' lane l, 2£• Cl ., pp. -~. 
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o·;f this observation onto the deity, so that, according 
to Mrs. Bianchi, within the daughter is to be found not 
only her father's grace, but God's grace. Despite her 
innocence, Mrs. Bianchi's intezochangeable viewf of father 
and God in relation to Emily is unintentionally profound 
in its implications. No psychiatrist would smile at the 
naivete of Martha Bianchi's claim for her aunt Emily: 
She was a part of God, and God was in her so truly 
that no outward effort was necessary nor was it to 
her possible to exaggerate the harmony between 
the Creator and His Created child. The adjustment 
was never broken.55 
III. NATURE AND COSMOS 
If the father is the dominant parent, his god-like 
masculine powers tend to inspire fear, awe and admiration 
in the small child, feelings which later are transferred 
onto concepts of the cosmos. Such extensions from parent 
fo cosmos (or deity) also color responses to the panorama 
of nature. Occurring between infancy and six years, these 
responses are enduring, taking their shape and direction 
not only from the family influence, but also from innate 
endowment and the conventions of the larger culture. 
55
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Arriving at their conclusions independently, 
psychiatrists and biographers are in striking agreement 
about the characteristics of the awe experience; the 
former in general instances, the latter in the case of 
the particular poet. 
Psychiatrist Phyllis Greenacre defines the emo-
tion of awe as "terror or dread" or as a "solemn, rev-
erential wonder tinged with latent fear." She identi-
fies the evoking stimuli as "a Divine Being" or as "what 
is sublime and majestic in nature,n56 
Of Emily Dickinson, biographer Thomas Johnson 
says: "The solemn wonder, the profound and reverent dread 
is a fear, a terror inspired by deity. This is the awe 
that she felt to be never far away.n57 
Charles Anderson observes that Emily's poetic 
experience "is equated with the religious so that ul-
timate perception would be like seeing God,n58 
56Phyllis Greenacre, "Experiences Of Awe in 
Childhood," The Psychoanalytic Study Of The Child 
(New York: International Universities Press Incorporated, 
1956), Vol. 11, P• 9. 
57 Johnson's Biograp~y, 2Q• cit., p. 135. 
58 Anderson, 2Q• cit., p. 72. 
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Psychiatrist Greenacre s ~at es: "There is usually 
an overtone of strangeness or unfamiliarity or great 
and overpowering size in any awe-inspiring situation."59 
Emily herself reported that she felt both "a near-
ness to tremendousness" and an "awe of the familiar." 60 • 
And to T. W. Higginson, she explains that she "sings" 
(writes poetry) because she is "afraid" (awe-stricken). 
Elsewhere she states that making verse "keeps the awe 
away". 
Greenacre remarks that experiences of awe are 
"not uncommon among artists, poets and prophets" and 
that "these gifted individuals, with a wider, more varied, 
and intense sensory response, may vibrate with awe to 
more situations in the environment." 61 
There can be no question that this was Emily 
Dickinson's genetic predicament. Phenomena of nature 
other people might ignore or admire fleetingly, in 
Emily, produced the most acute sensations. As she 
explained it to T. W. Higginson: "a sudden light on 
59Greenacre, 22• cit., P• 9. 
60 
Johnson, 22• cit., p. 141. 
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Orchards, or a new fashion in the wind" caused her to 
respond with a "palsy" that the act of creating a poem 
"just" relieved. The "palsy" Emily Dickinson reported 
she felt in response to light or wind indicates an un-
usually intense sensory response and, by semantic def-
inition, may be equated with Greenacre's use of the word 
"vibrate." 
Greenacre was impressed by the number of creative 
people 
awe in 
who described 
childhood. 62 
to her memories of experiences of 
In her own childhood reminiscences, 
the word "awe" is one to which Emily Dickinson returns 
again and again: In January of 1874, she confided to 
Higginson: "I suppose a mother is one to whom you hurry 
when you are troubled. I always ran Home to Awe when a 
child, if anything befell me. He was an awful Mother, 
but I liked him better than none." Whether at home or 
abroad, Edward Dickinson predisposed the prevailing 
domestic climate. When the troubled child Emily ran home 
to "Awe", it may well have been to the atmosphere of 
anxious remoteness of a father whose absence was "con-
densed presence." 
62 
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In the psychosexual development of the child, the 
sense of awe or wonderment seems to first appear around 
the age of four, when surges of growth and sensual exu-
berance coincide with his own dawning awareness of sep-
arateness from other environmental objects. On the basis 
of her years of work with analytic patients, Greenacre 
reports that the emotion of awe is found to be invariably 
associated with the relationshlp to the father and to 
contain a religious atmosphere. 63 
Biographer Johnson observes that "from earliest 
childhood Emily Dickinson felt a respect for her father 
akin to awe."64 
In 1883, three years before heD own death, Emily 
came close to the truth when she wrote to a friend: 
"Awe is the first Hand that is held to us." 
Nature and Father 
Emily Dickinson was traditional in her view of 
the ornamented and. fruitful earth as "gentlest mother." 
However, natural phenomena such as rain, snow, lightnlng, 
wind and the seasons were seen as masculine modes of 
action for de~th. In abeyance, their immanence steeps 
the beauty of the natural scene with the same brooding 
'
63Greenacre, "Experiences of Awe", .Q!?.• cit., p. 19. 
64Johnson, ~·cit., p. 24 
melancholy biographers have associated with Emily's 
father. 
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To demonstrate the ease with which it was possible 
to associate Edward Dickinson with an act of nature, 
the following letter, written by his son Austin to Emily 
in 1848 is quoted in part below. The quotation is a 
portion of a long, satirical fantasy which depicts father 
as a monstrously Jovian character who performs a remark-
able series of miracles in the following manner: 
• • • he drew up his monstrous foot and stamped 
the earth with the most terrible force, so great 
powerful was the concussion that the whole firm-
iment was shaken, the whole planetary system was 
deranged, the stars twinkled, and the clouds fell 
from the heavens strewing the earth with a white 
feathery substance. 
Presently, Austin goes on to recount how father swells 
to a "prodigous size" until it seems he "would burst 
the bonds of nature," and strutting about, he "rears 
his sublime eye almost to the clouds. 
As a tension-releasing device, the bizarre humor 
is probably a natural reaction to the restrictions of 
authoritarianism which often induces stress in others 
while it makes itself ridiculous. But underlying the 
65Bingham's Home, 2£• £11., pp. 83-4. 
elaborate burlesque - and betrayed by it - is the fas-
cination of revulsion and more than just a suspicion 
that this master magician could not possibly be human. 
Instead, he is depicted as a force of nature. 
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Martha Bianchi could not have read Austin's letter 
to Emily at the time she wrote that first bad biography 
about her aunt. Yet she flutters irresistably around 
the primal truth when she exclaims: 
His ~ward Dickinson'~ death seemed to reverse 
all the laws of nature or mind for Emily. No 
one who heard her repeated cry, 'Where is he? 
I can't find him!' could ever forget it, or those 
days of abyss when her face wore a stricken expression 
of surprise that the world and stars could slip from 
their orbits and leave such confusion.66 
Thus, it would seem that on a level we can scarcely call 
preconscious, both Emily and Austin seriously and face-
tiously regarded their father as a natural part of the 
planetary system around which they revolved. In sending 
what she calls her father's "portrait" to Samuel Bowles 
on October 4, 1874, astronomy again comes into play: 
As summer into Autumn slips 
And yet we sooner say 
'The Summer' than 'the Autumn' - lest 
We turn the Sun away. 
In death's perpetual crystal leisure, Father and 
God became immobilized as surely as any fly in amber. 
66 
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In Nature, organic growth and decay make such immobility 
impossible. Irreducible, as Father and God were not, 
nature is so active a process, that when confronted by 
its phenomena, Emily experiences a sense of alienation 
and dread. These are the modes of death, and therefore 
may be either beautiful or terrible. It is this quality 
of mobility in Nature that is utilized by the poet to 
make up some of the patterns of action and rest in her 
poetry. Richard Chase supplies the definitive statement: 
At the heart of Emily Dickinson's vision of death 
••• is the sensation of motion and rest. Almost 
any condition of stasis, in nature or human exis-
tence, was likely to summon U"Q in her mind this 
beautiful and menacing power.57 
Double view. The ironic humour Emily aimed at 
her pompous father was a personal, developmental response 
to one aspect of the ambiguity of life. Occuring durtng 
the burgeoning years of late adolescence, it was part of 
her sense of developing selfhood, and as such, seems to 
reflect her desire to be a witty, discerning young lady. 
flie ultimate truths she discovers about parent and cosmos 
seem to descend gradually upon her from outside herself 
as a part of the "given." For Emily, the problem was 
one of building a rationale, and "whether the image of 
the father is • • retained as a God or put in other 
67 
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terms, remains largely determined by the tradition of the 
time and place."68 In her juggling of disparates, Emily 
was helped by the grim realism of the Puritan tradition 
in which Alllherst was steeped. According to Calvinist 
doctrine, one does not see the face of God in nature. 
According to Emily Dickinson, one sees only the modes of 
God's action through his envoy, death. The two ideas 
blend in the fact, pointed out by Richard Chase, that 
the Calvinist leader, Jonathan Edwards, "went to natu;.·e 
• • • not in search of the possible, but of the given, 
of that which cannot be controverted, of that to which 
reason has access only through perception and pain , • • u69 
For Emily, the "given" and the innately develop-
mental met in a self-concept which was able to incorpor-
ate both. Child-like in appearance, child-like in her 
openness to sensation, child-like in her avoidance of 
adult responsibility, she managed to protract her child-
hood estate until around her thirtieth year. In look-
ing at the world, paradox could be tolerated "if one 
imagined oneself ••• as a child." One could then 
"regard nature as a child does: ~ither as a timeless 
68Greenacre, "The Childhood Of The Artist," 
Psychoanalytic Study, 2£• £11., Vol. 12, p. 61, 
69chase, 2£• cit., p. 167. 
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realm of beautiful toys and charming pets as alive and 
sentient as oneself or as a terrifying force which levied 
deprivations upon one or snatched one awa;y to a hideous 
fate. n70 
The child-in-the-wood who once was Emily met 
only "Angels" while the children in the poem were 
menaced by wild animals. In her verse, the adult Emily 
saw nature both grimly and gaily. Chase describex this 
intertwining of the grim and gay as follows: 
A thimble, a circling butterfly will appear even 
in those poems most consistently and powerfully 
evocative of the awful, just as in a predominantly 
light poem about tasting liquors never brewed there 
will be a hint of infinity and as in a poem about 
a gamesome train the underlying image of the horse 71 will suddenly appear in an aspect of terrific energy. 
The beauty of the gay outward show provided Emily 
with an illusion of delicacy and delif-'·ht that served as 
anodyne for the underlying knowledge of death in nature's 
processes. One might pretend as a child pretends, but 
when realization broke through, it did so from"outside" 
a personal indulgence in decorative effects. In reality, 
both views of nature were her own; the grimmer one was 
pushed outside the dainty protective screen. 
70 Ibid., P• 166 71 Ibid., p. 236. 
In discussing Emily Dickinson's sense of awe, 
biographer Johnson claims that on one level, she asso-
ciated it with "cosmic expanse and the unknowable."72 
Psychiatry reinforced the insight when Dr. David 
Beres remarked: 
When the artist sets up the cosmic emotional 
relationship [Go<i] he substitutes an idealized 
image or an abstraction for the parent (!ather] • 
One such alternate cosmic relationship would be 
structured around Nature.73 
Emily once remarked to a correspondent "I am 
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not very well acquainted with Father." Later she closed 
the gap between Father, God and Nature with these words: 
"Nature and God I neither knew/But both so well knew me/ 
They startled like Executors of my Identity." 
Of Edward Dickinson, Samuel Bowles wrote from the 
vantage-point of family friend: "He was a Puritan out of 
time for kinship and appreciation • n74 • • In a half-
joking sentence sent to a Mrs. Cooper in December of 1880, 
Emily Dickinson wrote: "And will you • • • accept a view 
of my House, which Nature painted White, without consul-
ting me- but Nature is 'old-fashioned,' perhaps a 
Puritan." 
72 
Jognson, 2£• cit., p. 135. 
73Greenacre, "The Family Romance Of The Artist," 
Psychoanalytic Study, op. cit., Vol. 13, p. 40. 
74 
Leyda, 2£• cit., citing Samuel Bowles' "Obi tuar,r" 
Springfield Republican, June 17, 1874, Vol. 2, p. 224. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIENCE TRANSMUTED 
I. ARCHETYPAL MOTIFS 
Because humanity has always built systems of myth 
arouhd spirits, habitation, death and sexual taboo, Carl 
Jung saw myths as those dreams of the race which have 
acquired a universal permanence in the consciousness of 
mankind. Such traditions of thought may derive from the 
national as well as from the universal collectivity. 
When Emily Dickinson said that she saw "New Englandly," 
she meant that she wrote from the material of her en-
vironment. But in tracing the development of the few 
great mythic ideas in her work, it is evident that her 
poetic intention was to affirm "a universe in depth, a 
universe in which dramatic distinctions must be made be-
']:· 
tween society, man, nature and God."· : In order to ace-
omplish this, she has reached deeply into her own instinc-
tual past. In this way, symbols drawn from the private 
psyche and clothed in the materials of the culture (as 
Emily expressed it, "thoughts in the gown") touch univer-
sal meanings that relate the instincts of the poet to the 
larger human condition. In this sense, it may be claimed 
1 
Chase, 2£• cit., p. 23. 
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for Emily Dickinson, as C. Hugh Holman claims for all 
artists, that she became a "shaman, a myth-maker, 
speaking out of [her] unconscious a primordial truth."~-
Henry James wrote a ghost story called The Turn 
Of The Sc~ew in which the impression of evil surrounding 
the haunting spirits is conveyed through the use of re-
current thematic images. The ghosts are never seen in 
detail. Instead, they are sketched in a series of char-
coal strokes which only suggest to the brain what the eye 
should see. The author supplied the thematic symbo~ but 
the sense of Adamic evil they conveyed pictorially would 
not have been communicated except for the fact that the 
symbols were already saturated with meaning from the mythic 
tradition of the culture. Emily Dickinson borrows from 
American and European traditions to build a quality of 
evil around a protean figure which, as Thomas Johnson has 
expressed it, is "part element of nature, part erlking, 
part Grendel, but mostly country squire: a suave, elusive, 
persuasive, insinuating character, but always a very gen-
teel and attentive Amherst friend and sui tor. u'P By so doing, 
f:.,Wil bur Scott, "The Archetypal Approach" , Five 
Approaches Of Literary Criticism (New York: CollierBooks, 
1962) p. 24-9, quoting C. Hugh Holman, 'rhe Development of 
American Criticism, Floyd Stovall, led~ p. 218. 
't Johnson, .QP• cit., p. 219. 
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she bequeathed to Amerlcan folklore a character of mythic 
permanence, existing outside the tyranny of time and the 
exigencies of costume period. 
Of death, Richard Chase remarked, "A shady charac-
ter, he goes about his business like the most respectable 
of small-town gen1l£emen, like Edward Dickinson. Jl' -' It 
will be recalled that death's mode of dress is nev~r 
clearly described, that he never speaks and never seems 
to insist. Yet this cultivated Amherst acquaintance is 
blandly omnipresent and may be met in the street any day, 
"tranquilly, as friends", bowed to and passed "without a 
hint" of his true vocation. 
If death as character could walk the streets of 
Amherst unchallenged, his appearance must have been above 
reproach. If, as Chase claims, he resembled Edward Dick-
inson, then Edward Dickinson's street attire might well 
suit his counterpart. Martha Bianchi furnishes the spec-
ifications: 
Edward Dickinson grew up to be a rather haughty and 
austere man, shy and gentle, laconic and strict. 
He dressed in broadcloth at all times, and wore a 
black beaver ha.t glossy beyond compare with that of 
any young beau, and carried a handsome cane •••• 
About his neck was wound a black satin stock pinned 
with a jet and dismond pin, with a lock of his wife's 
hair at the back.5. 
'~ 
·-Chase, .QE• cit., p. 234. 
~5Bianchi, .QE• cit.]t pp. 7-8. 
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In this elegant gentleman one has no difficulty 
recognizing the industrious, laconic, punctual citizen 
who "never was a boy" ("Dust Is The Only Secret"), or 
the accomplished guest who calls to take Emily for a 
ride in his carriage, ("Because I Could Not Stop For 
Death"). A certain l"lephistophelian plausibility rem-
iniscent of the despoiler of flowers in "A Visitor In 
l"larl" lurks in the gleam of the handsome black satin 
stock, A certain sheen in the glossy black beaver re-
flects the daemon lover's "glistening interview~ A 
certain familiar insouciance winks from a jet and dia-
mond stick pin that might have been worn with equal 
assurance by a "supple suitor" of ambiguous antecedents. 
Even the lock of wifely hair on the back of the stickpin 
is not out of keeping. Its musty air of antedeluvian 
fidelity quaintly attests death'w universal constancy, 
while it links him to the nineteenth-century American 
locale. A trafficker in souls as much as any Beelzebub, 
death's love pacts are for all eternity. As Emily Dick-
inson has portrayed him, he belongs not only to the 
European satanic tradition, but to the new tradition of 
the confidence man that sprang from American soil. 
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Sexual Taboo 
Parental influence. No tribal patriarch was more 
jealous of his harem than was the puritanical Squire 
Dickinson of his daughters. Mrs. Mabel Todd, a neighbor, 
recorded in her journal for August 26, 1893 an observation 
that supports this claim: 
Went to Vinnie's to tea, and had an interesting 
talk with her & Austin on the peculiarities of their 
bringing up. It must have been a stiff, Puritanical 
and trying home. Some of Vinnie's stories were 
appalling - of the way they were watched and guarded 
for f~§r some young man might wish to marry one of 
them.~ 
The suspicion that either Mrs. Todd, Lavinia or Austin 
could have been exaggeratfung is dispelled in the follow-
ing excerpts from Lavinia's diary ,7 entered during 1850 
and 1851, between her 18th and 19th years. Despite her 
obvious popularity, the strikingly negative cast of mind 
toward men is interesting because analysis of total content 
strongly suggests it was parentally conditioned. 
!"label Todd, Ancestors Brocades, .Q.E.• cit., p. 231. 
7 Leyda, .Q.E.• cit., ¥ol. I., p. 200. 
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Went to ride with Mr. Chapin, I reverance 
him no longer. 
John Sanford called, burnt his letter. 
Mr. Howland called & annoyed me. 
Insulted Tutor Edwards 
Salter Storrs called in the Eve. I read 
his letfers but ought not to. 
Refused walk with H. Rode with Austin Ubrothe~ 
John invited me to attend Prof. Havens 
lecture. Refused. 
Walked with Howland, displeased Mother thereby. 
Howland and Jane called. Austin gone to 
Maria's funeral. Mother displeased again, 
Refused walk with H. Rode with Austin. 
Walked with Howland, l!'eel unhappy! Ohl dear. 
John invit~d me to attend Prof. Havens 
lecture. Refused. 
Refused a heart, Greelie called, all 
gone very lonely. 
Tutor Howland spent afternoon here. Bowdoin 
called twice, Howland escaped narowly. 
Received offer of marriage. Father 
returned. 
Tutor Howland called twice, Great commotion 
on maternal side. 
Mother gone to Monson, Father gone to Boston 
Twombly supped & spent evening. Father 
displeased highly. 
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It is significant that whenever Lavinia shows favor 
to a young man, father or mother is disapproving. 
An offer of marriage is refused, a fact she links 
with the return of her father from a trip. On 
another occasion, she is unhappy when she goes out 
with a young man for a walk. The safe and approved 
pattern, she has learned, is to refuse or to go with 
Austin. The entire attitude seems to be one of re-
nunciation. 
Parental vigilance over Emily was as unremitting 
as that exercised over her prettier, more popular sister. 
On one occasion, after spending the evening with a friend, 
Emily arrived home at 9 p. m. to find "Father in great 
agitation at my protracted stay - and mother and Vinnie 
in tears, for fear he would kill me." This report was 
sent to Austin in a letter dated June 8, 1851, when Emily 
was twenty-one. 
It is therefore not surprising that all the Dick-
insons lived out their entire lives within sight and sound 
of each other. Inculcated by parental conditioning, a 
preference for Dickinson ways, Dickinson society and 
Dickinson environment is revealed in attitudes the children 
adopted as their own. In a letter to Austin written on 
April 8, 1853, Emily ponders over this, and is troubled 
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by it: 
I cant help wondering sometimes if you think of us 
as often as we all do of you, and want to see us 
half as much. I think about this a great deal, 
and tho'! dont talk with Vinnie or Sue, about it, 
yet it often troubles me. I thihk we miss each 
other more every day that we grow older, for we're 
all unlike most everyone, and are therefore more 
dependent on each other for delight. 
As a toddler of two and a half, visiting for a month with 
her aunt, the only person Emily asked for was Austin. And 
in later childhood, the most effective method of punishment 
was to separate the children in solitary confinement. 
In concluding that they were "more dependent on each other 
for delight", Emily failed to trace the fact back to its 
true source. Nor did schooling in isolation from the larger 
world stop at adolescence. During the time that Austin 
was attending Harvard Law School, his father remained blandly 
coni-ident that the boy would not be taken in by Cl ty ways: 
On March 18, 1853, Emily reported to her brother in Boston: 
II 
• • • Father remarked in confidence to me this morning 
that he "Guessed you saw through things there." Nor was 
Mr. Dickinson mistaken. In a long, rambling letter to 
(Austin) 
Susan Gilbert, his future wife, he;describes his malaise 
on October 11, 1851; 
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Day after day I walked the crowded streets of Boston 
without once meeting a face I cared to see ••• I 
attended places of amusement, for the time lost my 
identity in the witchery of dazzling lights & gay 
dresses - brilliant music & the parade and glitter 
of the stage - but retired without the least feel-
ing of satisfaction or sympathy with any body or 
thing. • • ,8 
After visiting their brother in Boston, Emily writes 
on 
to Austin from the haven of Amherst/October~. 1851: 
Why when Vinnie and I came home, we were rich in con-
versation - we were rich in disdain for Bostonians 
and Boston, and a coffer fuller o!" scorn, ~. 
commisseration, a miser hardly had. 
After what is evidently the same visit, Austin writes to 
Susan Gilbert on September 25 to report that Emily "became 
confirmed in her opinion of the hollowness & awfulness of 
the world. n9 
Fitful efforts to keep up with her generation were 
finally abandoned as one after another, her friends chose 
their mates and entered adulthood. Committed to her own 
lonely fugue, Emily nevertheless stood a wallflower on 
the sidelines of the dance of life and commented wistfully 
to Austin: "I wish we were children now - I wish we were 
always children, how to grow up I dont know." The year 
was 1853, and she was twenty-three years old, 
8 Leyda, Ibid., p. 213. 9rbid., p. 211. 
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That she was afraid seems likely. In a letter to 
Susan Gilbert, written just before Emily's twentieth birth-
day, she embarks upon a long discourse on the earthly wife, 
comparing her to a flower standing with hanging head under 
the weight of the mighty male sun. In contrast to the 
oppressed wife, unmarried maidens are refreshed by the 
morning dew. She ends by declaiming passionately: 
They j!he wive~ know that the sun of noon is might-
ier than the morning and their life is henceforth 
for him. Oh, Susie, it is dangerous and it is all 
too dear, - those simple trusting sp1rits and the 
spirits mightier we cannot resist! It does so rend 
me, the thought of it - when it comes, that I trem-
ble lest at some time I too am yielded up. You will 
forgive my amatory strain, it has been a very long 
one. 
It would seem that the "amatory strain" is dominated more 
by dread than by anticipation. With restraint and jus-
tice, Malcolm Brinnin quietly points out that "there is 
good reason - on the basis of her poems as well as her 
recorded friendships - to believe that her emotional 
life was more deeply attuned to feminine attachments."10 
Certainly many of her letters to women friends contain 
"amatory strains" more genuine than was claimed for her 
discourse on wifely love. 
10 . . Br1nn1n, 2£• cit., p. 8. 
Masculine - Feminine Polarities 
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As a girl of fourteen who wrote to her schoolmate 
Abiah Strong, on February 23, 1845: " ••• I keep your 
lock of hair as precious as gold and a great deal more 
so", Emily was displaying a schoolgirl romanticism 
typical of that age. But the woman of twenty-eight who 
wrote to Susan Gilbert on September 26, 1858: 
I will never sell you for the price of silver. 
I'll buy you back with red drops when you go 
away. I'll keep you in a casket. I'll burn you 
in the garden and keep a bird to watch the spot." 
was displaying in even more extravagant terms, a deeply 
possessive attitude toward another woman. The vivid in-
tensity of the imagery is almost like an incantation 
and reveals the maturing artist's half-conscious belief. 
11 
in the witchcraft of words. Chase has commented on her 
12 
belief in the magic power of words, and Anderson discusses 
her belief in the power of language. Other letters, less 
viv.fily emblematic, nevertheless convey the same intense 
possessiveness. 
To Abiah Root, May 16, 1848: 
Six long months have tried hard to make us strangers, 
but I love you better than ever notwithstanding the 
link which bound us in that golden chain is$dly 
dimmed •••• Slowly, very slowly, I came to the 
11 
Chase,~· cit., p. 258. 
12 Anderson,~· cit., pp. 40-41. 
conclusion that you had forgotten me, & I tried hard 
to forget you, but your image still haunts me, and 
tantalizes me with fond recollections. 
To Jane Humphrey, April 30, 1850: 
I have wished, and prayed to see you and to hear you, 
and to feel your warm heart beating near me, what music 
in such quick ticking! 
To Susan Gilbert, June 11, 1852: 
••• my heart is full of you, none other than you 
in my thoughts, yet when I seek to say to you some-
thing not for the world, words fail me. If you were 
here - and Oh that you were, my Susie, we need not 
talk at all, our eyes would whisper for us, and your 
hand fast in mine, we would not ask forlanguage. 
To Susan Gilbert, June 27, 1852: 
Susie, will you indeed come home next Saturday, and 
be my own again, and kiss me as you used to? Shall 
I indeed behold you, not 'darkly, but face to face' 
or am I fancying so, and dreaming blessed dreams 
from which the day will wake me? I hope for you so 
much, and feel so eager for you, feel that I cannot 
wait, feel that now I must have you- that the ex-
pectation once more to see your face again, makes me 
feel hot and feverish, and my heart beats so fast ••• 
Why Susie it seems to me as if my absent Lover was 
coming home so soon • • • 
Self-concept. In her poetry and letters, Emily 
Dickinson describes herself variously as a little 
courtier, a beggar, a boy, a bachelor or an uncle. In 
this choice of masculine or neutral terms, she~ems to 
show evidence of an inability to believe in her own 
femininity, or in the heterosexual attitudes this would 
lead to. On the contrar,y, her commitment is one of re-
sentment and jealousy toward the all-conquering males 
who will one by one rob her of her girlhood companions. 
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When she was twenty and her sister was eighteen, Emily 
wrote to Susan Gilbert: 
Vinnie is sewing away like a fictitious seamstress, 
and I half expect some knight will arrive at the 
will arrive at the door, confess himself a nothing 
in the presence of her loveliness, ana present his 
heart and hand as ohe only vestige of him worthy 
to be refused. 
Note that by divesting the knight of all but his heart 
and hand (as all that is worthy to be refused) she has 
quite effectively emasculated him as well. The prince 
charming was a fate she could imagine readily for others, 
but never for herself. On January 30, 1851, she writes 
despairing to Emily Fowler: "I know I cant have you always 
- some day a 'brave dragoon' will be stealing you away and 
I will have farther to go to discover you at all. II • • 
The same desolate sense of being robbed and bereft by 
men is evident when she writes to Susan Gilbert on January 
21, 1852: " ••• I have thought today of what would become 
I 
of me when the 'bold Dragon' shall bear you ••• away, 
to lie in his high mountain- and leave me here alone •• ~ 
The feeling of inadequacy and deprivation is plain. Emily 
cannot conceive of herself climbing that high mountain 
to lie with another. One does not have to look far in the 
psychoanalytic literature to find an explanation. The 
documentary material strongly suggests an element of 
unconscious castration fear. Such a fear derives from 
the girl's unconscious conviction that she must have been 
born with a male appendage which has been cut off. In 
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a large number of her poems, the occasions when she is 
struck by a sword, lashed with a whip, pierded by an 
arrow, cut by a dirk, might, at least in theory, represent 
unconscious repetition of the original injur,y. The feeling 
of inadequacy because of the lack of adequate weapon is 
strikingly apparent when she compared herself to David 
who went forth with a slingshot to slay the giant; 
I took my power in my hand 
And went against the world; 
'Twas not so much as David had, 
But I was twice as bold. 
Equally significant is the following sentence in a letter 
to Higginson written in early August of 1862i "I had no 
Monarch in my life, and cannot rule myself, and when I 
try to organize, my little Force explodes, and leaves me 
bare and charred. 
In a letter to Jane Humphrey written on October 17 
1851, her hostility toward the male rival is open: 
You did not tell me of yourself when you were in 
Amherst, so how many knights are slain and wounded, 
and how many now remain, is to me unknown. Keep 
a list of the conquests, Jennie, this is an enemy's 
Land! 
In an era of prejudice and ignorance, the malad-
justment to accepted norms left Emily Dickinson very much 
alone with feelings of despondancy and perplexity to which 
she could find no answer. In this state of mind, she 
writes to Susan Gilbert on September 24, 1854 in her 
twenty-fourth year: 
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I rise because the sun shines and sleep has done 
with me. I brush my hair and dress me and wonder 
what I am and who has made me so, and then I help 
wash the breakfast cups, and - anon wash them 
again, and then 'tis afternoon and ladies call, -
and evening and some members of another sex come in 
to spend the hour, and then that day is done. And 
prithee what is life? The supper of the heart is 
when the guest is gone! 
Psychiatric theory holds some explanations for 
what seems to have been the nature of her predicament. 
A possessive, dominating and restrictive father who watched, 
corrected and reproved without granting any outward sign 
of warmth or affection over-determined Emily's intense 
reactions to a degree that is measurable in the fates of 
her more ordinary brother and sister. Within the Dickin-
son family circle status was both actual and symbolic. 
Because of the eminence of his social and political posi-
tion, .ili.ward Dickinson was "imperial." Because of her 
sense of weakness, deprivation and littleness, Emily 
Dickinson said her "rank" was "barefoot." 13 Edward 
Dickinson was the sun around which wife and children re-
volved. Held in orbit by magnetic attraction, they were 
also fixed at a distance by the opposite pull of their 
own repelling energy. In early years, before the balance 
between attraction and repulsion became stabilized, Emily 
13 
Chase, 2£• cit., p. 122. 
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wrote to Austin on December 15, 1851 to confide: "we 
do not have much poetry, father having made up his mind 
that its pretty much all real life. Father's real life 
and mine sometimes come in collision, but as yet, escape 
unhurt!" Emily's apparent fear and revulsion were caused 
by the necessity to resist her father's encroachments upon 
her integrity of selfhood. They may have also been a re-
action to an unresolved oedipal conflict under rigorous 
repression. The result waw an inability to tolerate the 
degree of submission implicit in heterosexual love, since 
14 
to fight masculine dominance became a reflex. The ab-
sence of tenderness and affection from her father also 
increased her hunger for these attentions from him, adding 
to the conflict. Lavinia once wistfully commented to a 
l'lrs.Eliot thet her .cather "never kissed us goodnight in 
his life - He would have died for us, but he would have 
died before he would have let us know it!" l5 Upon his 
death, Austin leaned over the casket and kissed his father's 
forehead, saying, "There, 
. ,,16 
while you were l1ving. 
father, I never dared do that 
sexual 
To reject the:mU.e as _!!/love 
14The only way Dr. 0. F. Bigelow, her last physician, 
was permitted to wxamine her was to sit before an open door 
and observe her as she walked by. So strong was the pro-
hibition against male encroachment that Emily "had to be 
prostrate and unconscious before her doctor could care for 
her. • " (Leyda, .2.12.• cit., Vol. 1, p. xxix.) 
15 . 16 
Ib1d., Vol. 2, P• 328. Ibid., p. 224. 
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object because it was both overwhelming and taboo sent 
Emily in search of the mother she once claimed she never 
had. Feminine gentleness did not threaten because it did 
not overwhelm. Moreover, the culture of her time made 
large allowance for affection between women. Gratifica-
tion was at once more admissable and more possible. 
Mingled with this seems to have been a strong desire to 
find sanctuary in the tenderness of the female from the 
aggressive masculine forces of the world, At twenty-two, 
she writes to Susan Gilbert on April 5, 1852: "And I do 
love to run fast, and hide away from them all; here in 
dear Susie's bosom, I know is love and rest, and I never 
would go away, did not the big world call me ••• " And 
to the same correspondent on January 28, 1852: 
It's a sorrowful morning Susie- the wind blows and 
it rains; 'into each life some rain must fall', and 
I hardly know which falls fastest, the rain without, 
or within - Oh Susie, I would nestle close to your 
warm heart, and never hear the wind blow, or the 
storm beat, again. 
In this innocent craving, she met not the incest 
taboo, but the homosexual taboo. Immobilized between the 
masculine and feminine polarities, Emi~y Dickinson solved 
her conflict and eased her mental agony through seclusion 
and renunciation. Thus, she adopted as her own the ~pest 
desires of both parents: to keep her always as a dependent 
child with a child's inoffensive sexuality. 
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The solution was made easier because of Emily's 
own reluctance to accept the responsibilities of heter-
sexual maturity. In a letter to Abiah Root, written 
when Emily was twenty, she says of a mutual friend: "She 
is more of a woman than I am, for I love so to be a child." 
Two years later, to Susan Gilbert, she expresses the wish 
"That you and I • • • might ramble away as children, among 
the woods and fields. II The wish that motivates a pr~-• • 
tense to childishness is implemented by Emily's physical 
appearance. Throughout life it remained child-like. Her 
one photograph, taken when she was seventeen, shows that 
her body was slight and immature. Although she looked 
hopefully for signs of physical development, she remained, 
as she confided to a friend of her adolescent years, "the 
same old sixpence." The influence of physique upon social 
role is an important one, since it sets up a reciprocal 
action between self-evaluations and the evaluations of 
others: 
In American society there is a child culture and an 
adult culture. There are ways and goals of behaving 
that are accepted as appropriate for children, and 
quite different ways and goals of behaving that are 
considered appropriate for adults •••• One of the 
important factors that determines when a child shall 
first be admitted to these privileges is his physique, 
which operates by making some activities physically 
possible for the first time, by satisfying socially 
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established physical entrance requirements, and by 
serving as a stimulus to the coercive actions of 
associates. 17 
In her marrying years, no men were sufficiently attracted 
to pay serious court, nor did a provincial Robert Browning 
challenge the claims of a possessive father. Thus it be-
came not only easier, but more appropriate for Emily to 
assume childlike mannerisms and attitudes. The pose was 
equally suited to her poet's capacity for open response 
and wonder, and was the one choice open to her that others 
found most acceptable and understandable. But at all times, 
underneath the pose of the eternal child was a woman living 
under enormous pressure, a woman who could write with soph-
isticated insousiance to Mrs. Holland on March 2, 1858: 
I gather from "Republican" that you are about to 
doff your weeds for a Bride's Attire. Vive le fire-
side! Am told that fasting gives to food marvelous 
Aroma - but by birth a Bachelor, disavow Cuisine. 
At twenty, she had not yet mastered the art of controlling 
her emotions and confessed to Susan Gilbert in 18B2: 
••• in thlnking of those I love, my reason is all 
gone from me, ano ~ do fear sometimes trat I must 
make a hospital for the hopelessly insane, and chain 
me up there such times, so I wont injure you ••• 
17 Barker et al., 2£· cit., p. 28. 
In this connection, it is interestinE that she 
did not respond to children until they were old enough 
for her to indulge in games with them as another child. 
She viewed babies with a virginal remoteness, calling 
them a "plush nation~ and a "race of down." 
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In a poem of undetermined date, Emily compared the pressure 
of these bottled-up emotions to the pressures inside a vel-
canoe. She never lost control, but admits that the pastoral 
calm of her child-like commitment hid explosive depths. 
On my volcano grows the Grass 
A meditative spot -
An acre for a Bird to choose 
Would be the General thought -
How red the Fire rocks below -
How insecure the sod 
Did I disclose 
Would populate with awe my solitude. 
An ardent nature denied expression because of the historiaal 
and physical circumstances within which her genius had to 
function occasionally found expression in a rare type of 
love poem. Patterson has commented that "masculine readers" 
found the quality of her love poems•intellectual'and showed 
awareness "that the poems were not addressed to them."18 
They were instinctively correct. In less typical examples 
of love poetry, Emily Dickinson is wholly capable of erotic 
imagery, but when she employs it, she seems to be taking 
the aggressive role: 
18 
Rebecca Patterson, The Riddle Of ~ily Dickinson 
(Boston: Houghton l"lifflin and Company, ~951 , p. 7. 
Wild Nights - Wild Nights! 
Were I with thee 
Wild Nights should be 
Our luxury! 
Futile the Winds 
To a Heart in port 
Done with the Compass 
Done with the Chart! 
Rowing in Eden 
Ah, the Sea! 
Might I but moor - Tonight 
In Theel 
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The father-ideal. After the death of her father, 
Emily Dickinson appears to have enjoyed a genuinely in-
timate relationship with a man. Her choice is a softer, 
tenderer image of her father. The man was Judge Otis 
Lord, a friend and contemporary of her father's who had 
shared with him similar views on legal and political 
matters. Like Edward Vickinson, he was of commanding 
of 
appearance, but possessedja warmer, more outgoing nature. 
A fifty-two-year-old Emily writes to Judge Lord: 
His little 'Playthings' were very sick all the '..leek 
that closed. It had one grace however, it kept the 
faint mama from sleep - so she could dream of Papa 
awake- an innocence of fondness. Today is April's 
last - it has been an April of meaning to me. I have 
been in your Bosom. 
Papa has still many Closets that Love has never 
ransacked. I do - do want you tenderly. 
Dont you know you have taken my 
not where' you 'have laid' it? 
you sooner? 'Spare the Nay and 
Will away and I 'know 
Should I have curbed 
spoil the child?" 
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These excerpts from the rough drafts of her letters 
to Judge Lord reveal a child in love with a more loving 
father she had ever known before. She plays at love with 
the innocence of a child and speaks of ransacking love's 
closets in the mischievous spirit of a search for hidden 
Christmas presents. The desire for sanctuary on a tender 
feminine breast which she expressed in previously quoted 
letters to women is also expressed to Judge Lord. Her 
desire for him is that of the child who nestles tenderly 
in the loved arms of a parent. 
From father to God is, for Emily, a natural pro-
gression. She worshipfully confesses to Judge Lord: "The 
Trespass of my rustic Love upon your Realms of ~rmine, 
only a Sovreign could forgive. I never knelt to other." 
To reverance a god is not the same thing as to love a man, 
but the child who nestles in the bosom of a loving parent 
is also the child who sees the parent as a protective god 
who wants nothing from the child that the child is in-
capable of giving. There are no taboos on worship: 
and, 
Others go to Church, I go to IDlne, for are you not 
my Church, and have we not a Hymn that no one knows 
but us? 
Oh, my too beloved, Save me from the idolatry which 
would crush us both. 
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Some time within the five-year period of their relationship, 
it appears he must have tried to establish a more normal 
state of affairs, very probably by an offer of marriage. 
To his wish she replies: "It is anguish I long conceal 
from you to let you leave me, hungry, but you ask the 
divine Crust and that would doom the Bread. II As a 
carven idol before whom she could prostrate herself, the 
Judge posed no threat at all. As a living man who wanted 
physical intimacy with her, the threat was so great that 
she dreamed he had died and become a "carved statue." 
In the dream, she is asked to "unvail" the statue, but 
not 
refuses, giving as her excuse the fact that she coul.Q,/lay 
bare a body she had never known in life. 'rhe dream was 
prophetic. Death took Judge Lord without earthly consu-
mmation of their love. 
In 1886, near the close of her own life,Emily Dick-
inson asked her 1~orcross cousins: "Don't you think fumi-
gation ceas!)d when father died?" For this strange asso-
ciation, Richard Chase offers the following interpretation: 
The chilling question she asks of her cousins sums 
up in its starkest form her relation to her father. 
Though mucu more besides, he was the grand principle 
of sanitation in her life. He was the living emblem 
of that cordon sanitaire which she so elaborately 
threw around herself by means of her poetry and her 
letters - and her white dress - against the day, as 19 we ;may"~ think, when her father should live no more. 
19 Chase, ££• cit., p. 304. 
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The love that came to Emily Dickinson after her father's 
death was modelled upon softer lines. Her choice was a 
more ideal father image, a man who gave her all the tenderness 
her father had withheld. At an age when glandular processes 
tend somewhat to reverse themselves, in him, mother and 
father safely coalesced. That Emily wished to see his mas-
culinity thus neutralized is suggested in a statement to 
the Judge that invests him with the charms of girlhood: 
You said with loved timidity in asking me to your 
dear Home, you would 'try not to make it unpleasant.' 
So delicate a diffidence, how beautiful to see! I 
do not think a Girl extant has so divine a modesty. 
Although she realized in him a dream of paternal closeness, 
the oedipal taboo held firm. Irrevocably virgin, to have 
shared with Judge Lord the "divine Crust" (sexual passion) 
would indeed have doomed the "Bread" (herself). 
Home And Hearth 
When she was twenty, Emily Dickinson wrote a letter 
Richard Chase declares to be "an archetype of her whole 
emotional and imaginative life. "20 Dated May 7 and 17, 
1850, it was sent to Abi~~ Root and says, in part: 
I heard a well-known rap, and a friend I 1 ove so 
dearly came and asked me to ride ~n the woods, the 
sweet-still woods, and I wanted to exceedingly -
I told him I could not go, and he said he was dis-
appointed - he wanted me very much - then the tears 
came into my eyes, tho' I tried to choke them back, 
20 
Ibid., p. 97. 
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and he said I could, and should go, and it seemed 
to me unjust. Oh I struggled with great tempta-
tion, and it cost me much of denial, but I think in 
the end I conquered ••• 
At twenty, Emily's childhood forest where she "met no one 
but Angels," is transformed into the "sweet-still woods" 
of erotic life. In this portentous moment, she stands 
at the edge of the still and sweet forest of adult sex-
uality, forbidden, yet beckoning and refuses to enter. 
The young man turns away from her and walks to his waiting 
carriage. And she turns inward to the hearthside and to 
the pattern of her future. Although she struggled against 
it, the outward manifestations were few. One such incident 
describes her attempt to flee from home in a letter to 
Austin written June 8, 1851. The twenty-one-year-old Emily 
says: 
I put on my bonnet tonight, opened the gate very 
desperately, and for a little while, the suspense 
was terrible - I think I was held in check by some 
invisible agent, for I returned to the house without 
having done any harm! 
Chase also sees this act as archetypal, by its very vague-
ness, symbolic of her deep ambivalence toward home: 
The act of leaving the house wit~ a blind madness upon 
one's soul and then of discovering that after all the 
powerful impulse was countermanded by an opposite 
force even more powerful was plainly representative 
of the most profound instinctive dispositions of 
Emily Dickinson's character.21 
21 Ibid., p. 90 
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Since that character tended to be renunciatory, perhaps 
just a few such symbolic translations of feeling into 
action would have been sufficient to shift intolerable 
conflicting pressures and establish a new equilibrium. 
But in the process of adjustment, it weems she struggled 
painfully against her circumstances, as this poem shows: 
I never hear the word 'escape' 
Without a quicker blood, 
A sudden expectation, 
A flying attitude! 
I never hear of prisons broad 
By soldiers battered down, 
But I tug childish at my bars 
Only to fail again! 
After a time, she could write with bleak acceptance: 
A Prison gets to be a friend 
Between its Ponderous face 
And Ours - a Kinsmanship express 
And in its narrow eyes -
"Vie come to look with gratitude 
For the appointed Beam 
It deal us - stated as our food 
And hungered for - the same 
We learn to know the Planks 
That answer to Our feet 
So miserable a sound - at first 
Nor ever now - so sweet ••• 
II 
Eventually home, for Emily, became the"residence of bl.iss, 
domestice"ted Eden and Paradise and a place of royal domain. 
So total was her commitment that she seldom went abroad, 
and as outer experiences of the world grew more limited, 
her inner life expanded to include the infinite. 
Eden. 
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Ever since Eve, the return to the garden 
state has been a universal longing, and the garden may be 
any place of perfect bliss or innocence or peace. For 
Emily, in her growing submission, home was Eden, and any 
place ~ from home called Eden was Heaven. 
The following excerpts from her letters trace the 
development of her ideas about home: 
1847 (while away at school) 
l"'zy- sorrows were soon lost in study and I again 
felt happy, if happiness there can be away from 
'home sweet home.' It is a sweet feeling to know 
that you are missed & that your memory is precious 
at home. 
1851 (to the absent Austin) 
Home is bright and shining, 'and the spirit and the 
bride say come,'and let him that wandereth come, 
for 'behold all things are ready!' 
Home is a holy thing - nothing of doubt or distrust 
can enter its blessed portals. I feel it more and 
more as the great world goes on and one and another 
forsake in whom you place your trust - here seems 
to be a bit of Eden whichJ'nOt the sin of ~ can 
utterly destroy - smaller it is indeed, and it may 
be less fair, but fairer it is and brighter than all 
the world beside. 
1853 
Everything is so beautiful, it's a real Eden here; 
how happy we shall be roaming round it together! 
1854: 
You asked me to come and see you ••• I thank you, 
Abiah, but I dont go from home, unless emergency 
leads me by the hand, and then I do it obstinately, 
and draw back if I can. 
1860 
I do not cross my Father's ground to any House or 
Town. 
1866 
I must omit Boston. Father prefers so. He likes 
me to travel with him but objects that I visit. 
1870 
Home is the definition of God. 
1875 
Home is so far from Home, since my Father died. 
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At twenty-one, with the innocence of Eve before the 
fall, she held out her hands to her absent brother and 
invited him to wander with her in the garden of Eden where 
all was "bright and shining." At thirty, Eden became her 
"Father's ground" from which she did not stray. At forty, 
home meant God, and at forty-five, when ~er father died, 
he took home with him. With the passing of the household 
god, the bliss of Eden ended. In 1875 she wrote to Mrs • 
Holland: "All is so very curious • • • 'l'hank you for the 
Affection. It helps me up the Stairs at Night, where as 
I passed :illy father's door - I used to think was safety." 
Mansions in the sky. A homesick Emily away at 
school wrote to her brother in her eighteenth year to 
confide her longing for home. She said: 
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••• when tempted to feel sad, I think of the 
blazing fire, & the cheerful meal & the chair empty 
now I am gone. I can hear the cheerful voices & 
the merry laugh & a desolate feeling comes home 
to my heart, to think I am alone. 
Twelve years later, she wrote a poem whose theme is her 
own lonely journey through a dark night to a home in 
heaven. The blazing fire and the family waiting expec-
tantly for the absent one's return are so like her school-
girl description of earthly home, it might be easy to read 
the poem as an account of what it would be like to run 
away from school in the night and journey across the hills 
to home on foot. As the poem is written, only the words 
"decades" and "Centuries" reveal that her destination lies 
beyond the grave: 
Tho' I get home how late - how late 
So I get home - 'twill compensate 
Better will be the Ecstasy 
That they have done expecting me 
When Night - descending dumb - and dark 
They hear my unexpected knock 
Transporting must the moment be 
Brewed from decades of Agony! 
To thlnk JUSt how the fire will burn 
Just how long-cheated eyes will turn 
To wonder what myself will say, 
And what itself, will say to me 
Beguiles the Centuries of way! 
In dying, Edward Dickinson has taken home with him. His 
daughter Emily turns her face toward eternity and a house 
of many mansions. 
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A lodginr for the night. At first the cTave was 
to Emily a piece of Horror where "tickets admit/Just two-the 
Bea:ner/And the 3ornejAnd seat ,iust One/ ••• No Ch&tter 
here - no tea. II In another poem, she sees the rrove 
as a kind of Gothic inn where the traveD er to im.I",ortaJ-
5ty stops for a hi 0(ht - but such an inn as no 'T:Ortal 
traveller ever knew: 
'Wh2.t Inn is thjs 
1tlhere for the nic·ht 
Peculiar Traveller comes? 
Hbo is tbe Landlord? 
':Jhere the m.2ids? 
Behold, \'I hat curious rooms I 
No rudely fires on the hearth 
No brimrdncc Tarl:.c.rds flow 
Necromancer! I,<>c'1d:Lordl 
'rlho ere these below? 
By 1870, she had reached the point oi:· wri tine abo11t the 
grave in u letter to Hic>:glnson as though it ,.,ere a. l:'lome, 
1 J ' • t 11 th 1 0' n t d H. ca_ .1.ng l .. e _ar"'er eun e . ouse . • • of 1"8turer 
ChHdhood - distant, an alarm - Entered jntimcte at l&st 
2s a neicllsor' s Cottar-e" where a cordial rouseholoer 
makes his guests comfortable on "pe.le" furnitu~e and 
welcomes with a "metallic peace." fl'}]e deterr.nnc:tior to 
domestjcate tbs rrave cul 'llinates J_-., a :9oem of 1"2Cabre 
queintness w11erein a dl'tiful Emily caJmly '~eeps bouse 
while ':mi. tine for imPortal reunion \'!i.t1· her beloved. In 
this attitude, the ::crave becomr:os a 1'inc1 of hostel or 
m·ri ss cral et for trave11 ers on the steep ro2d to irnmor-
t~J_ity thPt, on the first stace of the journey, is 
"partly down hill." 'Where once thPre was "no tea", tea 
at JEJst is served - if only "marble." 
The grave my little cottage is, 
Where "Keeping house" for thee 
I make my parlor orderly 
And lay the marble tea. 
For two divided, briefly, 
A cycle, it may be, 
Till everlasting li1'e unite 
In strong society. 
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As Anderson expressed it, "the only possible place 
for the fulfillment of love came to be heaven, reached 
throur;h the grave." 22 As such, the grave came to resemble 
an earthly prison long since grown sweetly familiar: 
How soft his Prison is 
How sweet these sullen bars 
No Despot but the King of Down 
Invented this repose 
Of Fate ii' this is All 
Has he no added Realm 
A Dungeon but a Kinsman is 
Incarceration - Home. ** 
Setting forth on the first lap of the ,journey as for a 
local carriage drive, Emily could not resist a last farewell: 
Eden is that old-fashioned House 
We dwell in every day 
Without suspecting our abode 
Until we drive away. 
How fair on looking back, the Day 
We sauntered from the Door 
Unconscious our returning, 
But discover it no more 
**In 1875, Emily enclosed this poem in a letter to l'Trs. 
J. G. Hollend to describe tl1e "~1asked 3ed in the l"'arl House" 
where her dead father lay. Hjs presence in the grave made 
that place "home". 
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II. THE LONG WAY HOME 
The Carriage Ride 
The first charioteer Emily knew was Edward Dickin-
son, who prided himself on driving the best-blooded, most 
beautiful horses in the town of Amherst. As a little girl 
Emily was often his passenger. In a letter written during 
her 43rd year to Lou and Fanny Norcross, she tells of how 
when she was a "baby", her father used to take her with 
him on drives to the mill "for her health." While he 
obtained the grist, Emily was left to stare in fright at 
the horse, who she believed would have been glad to do her 
bodily harm if he had not been safely tied. 
As a young woman, Emily went on another carriage 
drive that ended in a different sort of way. Martha 
Bianchi recounts the family anecdote of a "madcap" Emily 
who impulsively slipped away from the scene of a burial 
to drive seven miles over hill and dale with a dashing 
male cousin behind his "shining fast black horse." As 
a result of this escapade, #hen she returned home, "she 
was wept over by her mother and ignored quite conspic-
uously by her father, who saw doom for her plainly ••• "22 
22 
Bianchi, 2£• cit., p. 30. 
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The flight from the graveside with the young man at 
her side behind the swift and shining black horse (dark 
as death's horse is pale) seemslike another token bid for 
the life and love refused on the occasion of the invitation 
to ride in the "sweet-still woods :• But in her race to over-
take them, she arrives full circle, back to a father who 
could see for her only "doom." What her parents seemed 
to disapprove was the breaking of funeral etiquette. Yet 
the incident confirms her total past and maps out the 
boundaries of her future. The return from the mock elope-
ment is a return to prior claims and previous commitments. 
Pale horse, pale rider. It is impossible to tell 
what impression the early solitary rides to the mill with 
her oppressive parent behind the frightening horse may 
have had upon the infant poet mind. But she wrote another 
poem about a carriage ride in which the dream-like still-
ness of "Because I Could Not Stop For Death" erupts into 
frantic activity. No longer the meek and unawakened 
bride, riding beside a sinister groom, in the poem quoted 
below, the poet is a child, riding with someone s~e calls 
her "Lord." One is somehow reminded of the outwardly 
docile, lnwardly frightened child-Emily who once was taken 
for the good of her health on rides to the mill with her 
father: 
Tie the String to my Life, My Lord, 
Then, I am ready to go! 
Just a look at the Horses -
Rapid! That will do! 
Put me in on the firmest side 
So I shall never fall 
For we must ride to the Judgment 
And it's partly, down Hill 
But never I mind the steepest 
And never I mind the Sea 
Held fast in Everlasting Race 
By my own Choice, and Thee 
Goodbye to the Life I used to live 
And the World I used to know 
And kiss the Hills, for me, just once 
Then I am ready to go! 
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The passivity of the child whose bonnet strings are tied 
bet·ore going outdoors is also the passivity of the child 
whose life is in the hands of her "Lord." As a coopera-
tive, eager child, glad to be going on a trip, she asks 
to be lifted to the safest side of the carriage, so she 
will "never fall," and approves the rapid gait of the 
horses. The race from the graveside to overtake life 
was circular, but this race is "Everlasting," and although 
she says that the choice is both hers and his, the sllent 
driver says nothing e;.t all. f!lhe child's docility and 
cooperativeness are curiously reminiscent of the sweet 
reasonableness displayed by Socrates when he drank the 
cup of hemlock, but the child is less of a philosopher 
in 
than he. In her feverish prattling- ag/the dream-bride's 
inner soliloquy - there is the sense of horror endured 
with bravado because there is no choice. Her last thoughts 
llO 
are of life, the world, and the hills of home. 
In a still later poem, the driver has disappeared 
altogether, and so have bride and child. Instead, there 
are only costume and appurtenance - "riding to meet the 
Earl." 
Dropped into the Ether Acre 
Wearing the Sod Gown 
Bonnet of Everlasting Laces 
Brooch - fro z.en on 
Horses of Blonde and Coach of Silver 
Baggage a strapped Pearl 
Journey of Down and Whip of Diamond 
Riding to meet the Earl 
As former fluid possibilities freeze into emblem, plainly 
the ultimate rendezvous is not to be at the way station 
it 
of the grave, nor is/to be with the silent driver. Plainly, 
the end of the journey lies further on, and the "Earl" 
awaits her elsewhere. 
Rendezvous 
·When she was thirty-two, Emily Dickinson rulllounced 
the end of her prolonged child's estate and her betrothal 
to innortality. She makes her announcement in a poem 
of touching dignity, wrought with such serene conviction 
that even as pity wells for the emptiness of the victory, 
it is quelled by the measured perfection of the lines: 
I'm ceded - I've stopped being Theirs 
The name They dropped upon my face 
~lith water, in the country church 
Is finished using, now, 
And They can put it with my Dolls, 
My childhood, and the string of spools, 
I've finished threading - too 
Baptized, before, without the choice, 
But this time, conscious1y, of Grace 
Unto supremest name 
Called to my Full - The Crescent dropped 
Existence's whole Arc, filled up, 
With one sma11 Diadem. 
My second RruL~ - too small the first 
Crowned -Crowing- on my Father's breast 
A half unconscious Queen 
But this time- Adequate - Erect, 
With Will to choose, or to reject, 
And I choose, just a Crown. 
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At about this time, she began, tentatively, to wear the 
white she eventua1ly would wear exclusive1y for the rest 
of her life, and to withdraw more markedly from contacts 
with the world. That this retreat was both royal and 
celestial was intuitively grasped by an old and dear 
family friend. Samuel Bowles, editor of the Springfield 
Republican, writes to Emily's brother, Austin, in Harch 
of 1863, and says: 
••• To the Queen Recluse my especia) sympathy -
that she he.s 'overcome the world.' Is it really 
true that they ring 'Old Hundred' and 'Aleluia' 
perpetual1y, in heaven - ask her; and are dande-
lions, asphodels & Maiden's [vows?] the standard 
flowers of the ethereal?23 -
23Leyda, ££• cit., Vol. 2, p. 76. 
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Predetermined to her spinster lot by the conditions 
of time, place, and psychobiological inheritance, Emily 
Dickinson, nevertheless, "With Will to choose, or to 
reject,'/ chose "just a Crown." The idea' is compatible 
with the Calvinist hierarchy of the "chosen" and the "damned" 
so typical of Amherst Congregationalist belief, but the 
poet also chooses to step up from the ranks of the "elect" 
and take her place beside a consort who, if not God, is 
so much like God that "it is disconcertingly difficult to 
separate the image of God from the image of the lover." 24 
A wife at Daybreak I shall be 
Sunrise - Hast thou a Flag for me? 
At midnight, I am but a Maid 
How short it takes to make a Bride 
;rhen Midnight, I have passed from thee 
Unto the East, and Victory 
Midnivht- GoodNight! I hear them call, 
The Angels bustle in the Hall 
Softly my Future climbs the Stair, 
I fumble at my Childhood's prayer 
So soon to be a Child no more 
Eternity, I'm coming - Sir, 
Savior - I've seen the face - before! 
Despite moments of royal serenity, realization of the empti-
ness - in terms of earthly needs - of this divine coronation 
sometimes seized her, so that she cried out bitterly against 
her circumstances: Such a cry is the following poem when, 
as l'Ialcolm Brinnin expressed it, she spoke with "the un-
assuageable fury of a Medea ••• a blunt, self-exacerbating 
woman whose grief makes her grotesque: 25 
24 
Chase, 2£· cit., p. 140. 25 Brinnin, 2£· cit., p. 9· 
Title divine - is mine! 
The Wife - without the Sign! 
Acute Degree - conferred on me -
Empress of Calvary! 
Royal - all out the Crown! 
Betrothed - without the swoon 
God sends us Women -
When you - hold - Garnet to Garnet 
Gold to Gold 
Born - Bridalled - Shrouded 
In a Day 
Tri Victory 
"My Husband" women say 
Stroking the ~elody 
Is this the way? 
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When eventual resignation came, it came, not as resignation 
to her physical deprivation, but as acceptance of the 
all her life, had 
mysterious invasions of power and ecstasy thai/flooded 
her being, unbidden. Through such resignation, she ack-
nowledges the Emporer who has conferred upon her this 
"Acute Degree", while, at the same time, she explains 
the necessity for her seclusion. 
~he Soul that hath a Guest 
Doth seJ_dom go abroad 
Diviner Crowd at Home 
Obliterate the need 
And Courtesy forbid 
A Host's departure when 
Upon Himself be visiting 
The Emperor of Men. 
In her forty-ninth year, under the formidable 
sanction of the Song of Solomons, Emily Dickinson employs 
metaphors of dress and undress to link her celestial ren-
dezvous to the earthly bridal night: 
and, 
We knew not that we were to live 
Nor when we are to die 
Our ignorance our cuirass is 
We wear Mortality 
As lightly as an Option Gown 
Till asked to take it off 
~ his intrusion, God is known 
It is the same with Life 
The Thrill came slowly like a Boon for 
Centuries delayed 
Its fitness growing like the flood 
In sumptuous solitude 
The desolation only missed 
While Rapture changed its Dress 
And stood amazed before the Change 
In ravished Holiness 
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In this fusion of sexuaJ imagery with the theme of 
fulfillment beyond the grave, Dickinson reaches the apex 
of her long dialectic from physical to platonic love. It 
is the end of the journey. It is more. It is the triumph 
of poetic art over private circumstances. 
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III. SUMMARY 
The sociological causes for the death theme in the 
poetry of Emily Dickinson, as presented briefly in Section 
I of Chapter III, are the least subtle. A documentary 
study of the poet's inner life, uncovers a pattern of 
fantasy and feeling important to the death theme only 
because the death theme served th~ inner life as a vehicle 
of transmutation. In this sense, the poet may be said 
to have seized upon the death theme from the material of 
the cultural surroundings and then employed it to serve 
deeper, more imperious needs. Central to these deeper 
circumstances were two major points of concern: (1) her 
father, and (2) her sexual role. 
Father 
In her early adult years, Edward Dickinson was the 
object of Emily's admiration and distaste. She was critical, 
sardonic, yet fascinated. These attitudes were projected 
onto a personified God whom she addressed as "Papa Above" 
in her poetry. Richard Chase's assessment of the way 
that Emily saw "papa above" is quoted in psrt belovr: 
' Like a prudent New Englander, He bestows His wealth 
:parsimoniously upon man during man's earthly exis-
tence. He displays His 'duplicity' in robbing as 
well as disbursing. His victim is robbed of the 
very gifts which have been bestowed upon him and 
finally he is robbed of life itself. Yet it is 
understood between man and God that this painful 
cat-and-mouse game, this a=ious 'subterfuge' of 
life, is to end wi t:C. the f~gal disbursement of 
God's wealth: immortality. 
This concept of deity parallels the manner in which 
Edward Dickinson dealt with his family. The duality 
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not only reflects the disparaties of the earthly father's 
character, but projects the poet's own marked ambivalence 
toward him outward to a more distant object. 
More deeply repressed were the revulsion and fear 
of what may have been an oedipal con1.lict. In the creation 
of Death as Character, as presented in Section I of Chap-
ter II, much of her sense of sexual evil, stemming not only 
from the teachings of a Puritanical household, but from 
the oedipal conflict as well, seem to have been projected 
upon this figure. When she reduces death, the suitor, to 
a snake, and then to a tired old man, the progression from 
candid phallic association to the emasculation i.ntent 
27 
seems clear. 
26 
Chase, 2£· cii., pp. 179-80. 
27 She reports a dream in a poem "In Winter In My 
Room" which contains frankly Freudi.an symbolism. She 
tells of a snake found in her bedroom which she tries 
unsuccessfully to control, and from which she flees in 
fear and loathing to a distant town. 
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Nature. Chase has commented that "our poet shares 
with the Brontes their sense of the desola.tion of women 
before nature, before man, and before God. 1127 In Emily's 
case, the sense of de sol at ion may ha.ve arisen in part from 
a nuclear feeling of inadequacy as a woman. God as a 
person was both benevolent and punitive; both hostile and 
friendJy. Father as a force of nature is also death in 
nature. Before the menace, she is desolate. Before the 
beauty, she is "chastised" by awed intimations of immor-
tality. 
Through the personification of death, the more 
direct aspects of the oedipal conn ict were worked out 
and objectified and then further removed to nature and 
cosmos. As daemon lover, death operated upon the natural 
scene to destroy. As God's emissary, and a mode of action 
for His will, death invests the natural scene with a message 
of divine redemr,tion. Nature's beauty is the reminder that 
only through pain and death may one know the beauty of 
infinity. The beautiful menace frightens, but it also 
rewards with experiences of exstacy. Such exaltation would 
the 
have served as compensation for/ sense of d esul0t i oYJ ard 
i~adeouacy before a pater~alistic universe. 
27
chase, Ibid., p. 150. It is interesting that the 
gifted Brontes also Jived in provincial isolation, also 
had a repressive, Puritanical father and a vague, elusive 
mother. 
ll8 
SexuaJ Role 
In the absence of a positive feminine figure 
to emulate, Emi 1y Di .. c~dnson identified with the more 
dominant, more successful male parent. Such identifi-
cation neutralized both the deeJer oedipal conflict and 
the ambivalent surface response to the everyday ambiguity 
of the paternal character. Since attraction to the father 
was forbidden, the poet went in search of the mother love 
she had not known in her formative years. In the ensuing 
stalemate, she made death a vehicle for the attainment of 
love beyond the grave, since social convention denied it 
to her i" the here-and-now. By accepting death, not as 
a lecherous suitor of frightening parentaJ origins, but as 
an impersonal envoy of God, she was able to look forward 
a 
to a love ig/heaven that, after her father's death, became 
"home." The identity of the celestiaJ bridegroom is 
never entirely clear, and yet when she addresses God 
directly, Chase observes that "in some poems, He seems 
28 
indistinguishable from her lover." 
28 
Ibid., p. 178. 
CHAPrER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
I. DIAGNOSTIC APPROACH 
On the basis of the material presented in Chap-
ters II through IV, diagnostic techniques would draw 
from the following transpositions: 
1. Projective Tests 
(Poetry) 
2. Treatment Tapes 
(Letters) 
3. Fa~ily Conferences 
(Comments of contemporaries) 
4. Case History 
(Biographies and critiques) 
Presenting Problem 
Some early letters written by Edward Dickinson to 
both Emily and l":rs. Dickinson contain words of advice 
so strange as to give rise to spec11latlon on the private 
doubts that may have prompted them. 'rhe letter written 
to !irs. Dickinson occurs during the seventh year of their 
marriage when she took a trip to Boston and 'tlorcester. 
Dated September 7, 1835, it says, in pa.rt: 
I want you to visit as many of the pubJic institu-
tions in Boston as you can - the Blind - !"'useum -
Insane Hospital - visit every thing- else you can -
Theatre - Tremont Theatre, if you please - let a 
carriage be ~ot to t~~e you wherever you choose to 
go - forget all your cares & see as much of the 
world as you can •••• How did you enjoy yr visit 
Q;o Worceste~ Did you c·et to the Lunatic Asyl urn? 
And when his fourteen-year-old daughter Emily visited 
worcester,on June 4, 1844, !"'r. Dickinson wrote: 
I want to have you see the Lunatic Hospital and 
other interesting places in \-iorcester while you 
are there. • • • 
This would be unusuaJ advice for a sightseeing trip in 
any century, but for an era when insane asylums were 
even more dreary than they are today, it is significant 
and sur::gests thet T"r. D]ckinson may have feared for the 
emotional stability of both wife and daughter. \·lhen 
Emily was twenty-six, her mother did have a breakdown 
that lasted several years. As early as 1835, l"'r. Dick-
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inson was sufficiently concerned to tell his wife to 
forg-et all her cares and to see "as much of the world as 
you can." That this view of the world should include the 
"insane hospital" in Boston for his wife, and the "lunatic 
hospital" in worcester for his daughter implies his hope 
tha.t these institutions would have a bre.cing effect on both. 
Emily, Chase tells us, "considered sanity ••• exis-
tence itself .•. to be just bareJy possible, with reason 
. . . 
1 hemmed in and threatened by madness." 
1 
Ibid., p. 128. 
The year 
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1862 seems to have been a year of crisis. Many of her 
letters written at that time talk· of :oint': mad. About 
this period, Chase observes: 
• • • this was indeed a period in which just such an 
extreme ouestion as the question of one's sanity 
came up. It was a time when childhood fears rose up 
afresh and threatened the very foundations of one's 
belng •••• The motions of neurosis and insanity 
were alive in her soul. The disposition of her 
beinp,: was ac-"ievinr:;, with some violence, its final 
character. Her personality was being refined in 
anguish, settled in pain, and rendered energeti~ by 
the release of her deepest emotional resources. 
During this ti.me, there seem to have been periods of 
prolonged dissociation, so that she lost all contact 
wlth the passage of time: 
In 1860, to Louise Norcross: 
l 've had a 
sober, for 
amazes me! 
curious Wlnter, very swift, sometimes 
I hav'nt felt well, much, and l'iarch 
I didn't think of it, that's all! 
In December of 1861, to Lou and Fan~v Norcross: 
I don't remember 'l'lay'. I~ tc'-'~t t'·c oneo t'lat 
s+~-'"\d f' Y)_,~ .. ·-::t Inril? 
Several plaus;ble explanations have bee:o advanced in the 
biographical litera.ture as the immediate cause of this 
crisis, but whatever the precipitating disappointment 
or shock, it seems likely that the problem had been 
building up and gaining focus since 1856 when Emily's 
mother lost contact with reality. The resulting strain 
2 
Ibid., p. 116, 
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in combination with other later events served to release 
repressions only imperfectly achieved durin,. childhood 
and adolescence. 'rhe years 1862 and 1863 saw a culmination 
of her suffering, but it is evident from her letters that 
she was under great strain much earlier. 
1856, letter to Mrs. Holland: 
:Mother has been an invalid since we caiT'e home, and 
Vinnie and I 'regulated,' and Vinnie and y-rgot 
settled,' and still Ne keep our Father's house, 
and Mother lies upon tbe lounge, or sjts in her 
easy chair. I dent know what her sickness is, 
for I am but a simple child, and frightened at m3'-
self. I often wish I was a grass, or a toddling 
daisy, whom all these problems of the dust ,-,;i(?rt not 
terrify - and sbou1.d my own macbiner;r get slightly 
out of gear, please, kind lBdies and gentlemen, 
some one stop the wheel, for I ~now that with 
belts and bands of gold, I sha1 1 whizz triumphant 
on the new stream! From your mad Emilie. 
1858,letter to Joseph Sweetser: 
Much has occurred, dear Uncle, since my writing you 
so much th'Ct I stac-ger as I write, in it's shery 
remembrance. Summers of bloom, and vonths of frost, 
and da;y s of ;: in{!l ing bells, yet all the whH e tr :is 
hand upon our :'ireside. Today he.s been so rlad 
wittout, and yet so grieved within- so jolly shone 
the sun, and now the IToon comes stealing, and yet 
it makes none glad. l cannot ah;eys see the light -
please tell me if it s~ine • • • There is a smiling 
su=er here, w'cich causes birds to sing and sets 
the bees in motion. Stranpe blool!'s orise on many 
stalks, and trees receive their tenants. God g:ives 
us many cups. I wonder how lone we stal.l wonder; 
how early we shall know •.•• I herdly kno':J whet I 
have said - my words put all their i'eathers on -
and fJuttered here and there. 
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In comparing the two preceding letters, one sees that 
during the two years of her mother's illness, Boily's 
own grip on reality has diminished. In 1856, she 
admits her fright, but her words have a certain amount 
of strength in their note of defiance. By 1858, she 
is deeply discouraged, and sufferin§" from a sense of 
unreality. The summer flowers appear "strange", and 
she hardly knows what she has said in the letter. 
In 1859, althou§"h beset by frightening fantasies, she 
has developed a kind of hysterial bravado, and writes 
to l"frs. Holland: 
I am somewhat afraid at night, but the Ghosts have 
been very atteiJtive, a.nd I have no cause to complain. 
Of course one cant exoect one's furni.ture to sit still 
all nir:ht, and i'' the- Chairs do prance - and the 
Lounge- polka a J i ttl e, and the shoveJ five it's arm 
to the tongs, one dont mind such things! From fear-
inc them at first, I've grown to ouite admire them-
and now we understand each other, it is ll'Ost enlivening! 
In 1863, there is the sense of real desperation; she writes 
to Lou and Fanny Norcross: 
·rhe ni<"ht s turned hot, wher:t Vinnie had gone, and I 
must keen no window raised for fear of nrowling 'boo-
ger', and I must shut my door for fear -front door 
slide open on rre at the 'dead of ni[ht,' and I mu:ct 
keep 'gas' burning to lic;ht the dant;er up, so I 
could distine;uist it - these ga.ve me a snerJ in the 
brain which dent unrave 1 yet, and that old nail in 
my breast pricked me .•• 
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l"iartyrdom. As a working solution to her surferings, 
seclusion exacted a further price. The price lay in phobia 
and obsession, so that "if" her last yeers disDla~r some of 
the cualities of a ripe fruition, the. display as many of 
an exacerbated and terrifying anxiety."3 ',.Ji th small 
children and with those who had died or who had suffered 
a loss through death, Emiry Dickinson could be responsive. 
In the little daily acts of livinr, she seemed want]_ng. 
Perhaps her cap2city for endurine; }Jain h8d inured her to 
the feelin~s of others. Chase points out 
•.. the uninp-ratiating coldness, even the cruelty, 
in which her mode of life involved her. 'J'here can 
be no doubt th2t the fine objectivit;y of the poet 
was eccompani4d by a certain callousness of S':oi_rit 
in the woman. 
One beloved olcl lady who had travelled some distance to 
Amherst stopped in to see Emily. ,_,he was asked to wai.t 
in the p:arden, and after a long time, the maidservant 
appeared to aiLYLounce, "r1iss Emily is very sorry but she 
cannot see you this al·ternoon. She is very sorry, but 
it is impossible and she has asked me to give you this." 
"This" was a slngle white clover on a spotless doily, 
on a tiny silver tray. 5 It is di1'1"icult to tell if' the 
\bid.' 301. 4 p. Ibid. , p. 304. 
5 
ci_t_., Vol. LI-P?. Leyda, OD. c:, 
"· 
1 ')" 
. ( ---
elusive poet wrrs h<?ing sardonic or merely dai:1ty. But 
the age of the caller and the length of time she had been 
kept waiting erive the offering the air of a diminutive jeer. 
Genuinely cloistered, she could, upon occasion, reach out 
to scourge another with the gentlest of velvet barbs. 
Says l"Irs. Bianchi: 
She had the soul of a monk of tl-J.e Y'iddJ e Ages 
bound U:P in the flest of lurita:-1 descent, and, from 
Heaven only lmows where, all the fiery quality of 
imaglnatio:>J .7'or which genius has been burned at 6 the stake in one form or another since the beginning. 
Touch. Emily Dickinson is primarily a poet of vision, 
that most refined ~nd intellectual of the senses. Seldom 
do her poems deal with the sensuous aspects of feel and 
taste. Her unapproachabili ty also '!leant unt ouchabiUty. 
To Emily, the so: iri t 1-ras infinitely more desirable than 
the body, and her aversion to being pho-'-orra·rhed extended 
to an aversion to being touched or to touching. She 
writes to thaiL~s a l"Irs. Carleton for some :;Jhotographs 
in December, 1884, and declares: 
The picture Ol. the Pretty Home is very warm and vivid, 
and 'J'Ie half 'touch' it too, unless softly forbidden-
not with morta.l F'ine;ers, but those more tidy, mental 
ones, which never leave a blot. 
6 Bianchi, ££• cit., p. 95. 
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This aversion seems to have extended to nutting her hand-
':lritint: on the outside of envelopes for others to handle. 
Her sister often addressed her letters, or names and 
addresses were assembled from bits of newsprint and glued 
to the envelope. Genevieve Taggard states: 
She had a terror of being in any way coerced, forced, 
or handled by the majority and this extended to 
being scrutinized, smirched, he,ndled and stamped 
with the everyday ink of the world's postmarks, 
tossed into a mail-sack, trcated7like other peo~'le, and so indiscriminately touched. 
Such a phobia may have had a great deal to do 1•li th her 
steadfast lifeJon§': refusal to yield to the doctrine of 
Calvinism which demanded that to be saved, one had to 
surrender one's soul to Christ tl:J.rough public avovral. 
Emiiliy Dickinson never would make tbi. s surrender, although 
during times of religious revival, the social pressure 
must have been very great. 
The Schizoid Personality 
'I'he moods of this clinical type are described by 
one pS3'Chiatrist as possessing a qua] ity of "iridescence." 
She elaborates as follows: 
7 
Taggard, 2£· cit., p. 240. 
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Their affects and moods are sometimes fascinating 
because of their unfamiliar, strange, uncanny 
nature; but they are not rich, warm, and vibrant, 
the;y have a cold and brittle quality. 8 
convey 
Contemporary reactions to Emily Dickinson/this same sense 
of the strange and other-worldly. .Such words as "uncanny" 
"weird" and "terrifying-'/- have been employed by people des-
cribing her. Even when statements are more flattering, 
they contain the auality of coldness mentioned by Dr. 
Jacobson. 
Bishop F. D. Huntington to Lavinie Dickinson, 
April 1, 1892: 
The image that comes before me when 
her is hard 1 y more terrestrial than 
- a Spirit with only as much of the 
vestiture to mgintain her relations 
present world. 
John Graves to his daughter: 
I thiiL'c of 
celestial, 
!Wrtal in-
with this 
• • • when questioned for a detailed description 
he would say ••• 'unlike anyone else - a frace, 
a charm,' and his eye would kindle and breathing 
cuicken as wren handling a pies;:e of rare old Chinese 
porcelain or a precious stone.lO 
Martha Bianchi: 
She had a dramatic way of throw", ng up her hands at 
the climax of a story, or one of her own flashes. 
It was antirely spontaneous, her sririt seemed 
merely playing through her body as the aurora bor-
ealis throuf>:h the darkness of a summer ni!';ht. 11 
Martha Bianchi on Emily at her father's annual trustee 
tea for Amherst Coll ef·e: 
8 Edith Jacobson, "Normal and PatholoricaJ hoods: 
rr·heir Nature and Functions", The Fsychoa.nalytic 2tudv Of 
The Child, Eissler, Ruth, et. al. (eds.) (i~ew York: 'l'he 
lnternationaJ Universities---:fress Incorporated, 1957) 
Vol. 12, p. tl5. 
9 10 
Leyda, Op. cit., p.479. Bingham,££· cit., p. 401 
11B· h' 1anc 1, ££·cit., pp. ~0-51. 
• • • radiant as a flying spirit, diaphanously 
dressed in white, always with a flower i_n her hand, 
she measured her wit and poured her wine amid 
much excitement and a:pplause from those fortunate 
enough to get near her.12 
Key words in this group of quotations are: "spirit" (3 
times), "Chinese porcelain", "precious stone", and 
"aurora borealis." Beautiful as these descriptions are, 
not one could be called "rich" or "warm". Qualities of 
tbe strange, the unfamiliar, the fascinating, the iri-
descent, also mentioned by Dr. Jacobson, are apparent 
in the descriptions of the poet. 
Emily's celebrated gift for repartee was the wall 
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of words she erected between herself and social occasions, 
parrying the world with the play of her lightning wit. 
People seemed to flence off her surface as liP'lt ;s '"'e-
fracted from glass, ,r;tl:lout penetratinr; her Cl.euths . 
• • • her mirror-bright, many-faceted mind made 
her dwelling as impenetrable as glass, as in-
visible as glass; and like glass when she gazed 
through her wall at the world outside, it mag-
nified many times norma] size.l3 
12 
Ibid., p. 42. 13 Taggard, ££• cit., p. 169. 
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JVIrs. Bianchi offers some idea of what it was like to 
look out at the world from behind the eyes of :&lily 
Dickinson: 
Every fatal possibility seems to have hovered about 
her, every small day been big with monstrous approach-
ings ••. as one who fled from a suspected wonder 
lest seeing it she faint to possess it Hnd be lost. 
She knew and trembled for her own guess at life -
was loath to admit it, lest1£ailing it she lose hold on. all there was left. 
There was a sense of fracture in a brittle world, sugges-
ting thet within the poet there was a cleavage: 
1859 to Dr. and I1lrs. Holland: 
Sisters are brittle things. God was penurious 
with me, which makes me shrewd with Him. 
1858, to S811lueJ Bovrles: 
In such a porcelain life one likes to be sure that 
all is well lest one stumble u:non one's hopes in 
a pile of crockery. 
1862, toT. W. Higginson: 
Perhaps Death - gave me awe for friends - striking 
sharp and early, for I held them since in a brittle 
love - of more alarm, tha~ peace. 
Of her maturing years, Chase says "as life grew more and 
more precarious, it came to seem more and more like a spell, 
'a spell so exg_uisi te that everything conspires to break it' • ,l 5 
14 
Bianchi, 2£· cit., p. 44. 
15 
Chase, 2£· cit., p. 310. 
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Another psycl'iatrist, Dr. David Beres, states 
of schizophrenia: 
One of the ~ost important symptoms of schizophrenia 
is the preponderance of inner life with an active 
turning awa;y from the external world. 'I'he most 
.severe cases wtthdraw completelJr and live in a 
dream world; the milder cases wi.thdrml to a lesser 
degree. 16 
Withdrawal. Another description of Emily at 
her father's annual tea is provided by Professor John 
Burgess. It conveys the elusiveness apparent in her 
manner as well as in her withdrawal from the world. 
She would sweep in at one door of the double parlor, 
clad in pure white, an anvelic apiJearance, make her 
bow to each of the e:uests, rarel 3' touchinc the hand 
of anyone, and svieep out ae-ain at the other door and 
d ise.ppear entirely for the evening. • • • She seemed 
to be always ±~ profound thought and li vi;:1g in an-
other world. 
Equally striking is an "other-worldly" description offered 
by her niece: 
She moved about with a rapt manner at her simplest 
duties ••• and the large sunny kitchen ••• saw 
her often standing with her listenin~ manner •.• 
sharine: 'the voicers • • • apparitions of her 0\•m 
thought and fancy. 
The "preponderance of inner life" mentioned by Dr. Beres 
is evident in these accounts. After her retreat from 
16 
David Beres, "Ego Deviation And The Concept of 
Schizophrenia", Psychoanalytic Study, op. cit., Vol. 11, 
p. 194. 
17Josephine Pollitt, Emily Dickinson: Th~ Human 
Back~round Of Her Poetry (New York: Harner and Brothers, 
1930 ,pp. 20'3-4. 
18 
Bianchi, £2· cit., p. 99. 
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the world waw well advanced, she would not meet visitors 
face to face, but i_nsisted upon conversing with them 
invisibly fror" an adjoining room. One such visit is 
described by !'Irs. 'ienrietta Eliot as it bal)pened to 
her mother: 
After being shovm into a room that ad,loined Emily's, 
she was seated next to a door which stood ajar, on 
the other side of which was Emily, and thus the 
conversation ~>;as c~rried on without either seeing 
the other's face.l 
Another report states: 
Her last interview with certain near relatives was 
very peculiar. They had come from a distance and 
at first she declined a meetin~, but later she 
consented to five minutes conversation each with 
uncle and aunt in a dark hallwav. It was "visit 
of words on_,y, for vision was impossible.20 
Magical control. Dr. Beres points out that the 
schizoid personality uses thought as a "device to serve 
magical control rather than connunication. n21 
Because Emily Dickinson avoided direct contact as 
much as possible, she depended heavily upon letters for 
the e!Jlotional and intellectual support she could not do 
without. About her letter-writing, Chase says "Her belief 
19Leyda, £2· cit., val. 2, p. 120. 
20 . Ibld., p. 441. 
21 
David Beres, £2• cit., p. 201. 
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in the maEiC power of words extended also to a belief 
in the magic power of letters. . . . letters were, indeed, 
a form of magic by which Ennly Dickinson could control her 
friends, couJ d keep the"' at a. su' table u.istP'lCe rono i ~ P 
certair: neletiorshin to her."22 She expresr.ed her idea 
about letters to Colonel Higginson in 1860 when she wrote: 
A letter always feels to me like i=ortality because 
it is the mind alone without corporeal friend. In-
debted in our talk to attitude and accent, th~re seems 
a spectral power in thought that walks alone. -
In connection with the lack of communicatjon in mar-ical 
control mentioned by Dr. Beres, Genevieve Taggard comments: 
only in the letters [d.o wJ come face to face with a 
person we do not know • • • eyes shut in upon them-
selves, and sentences all awry, said only for her 
own ears .•• If we had only her letters, even with 
their supre'lle passages of letter-<lri ting, we mip-ht 
~onc2~3cle th:·t frol'l day to day life was too c:::uch for 
___ er. 
A few sentences and phrases selected at randomn froyc the 
poet's letters do show a cryptic condensation of tr.outjht 
which must have been puzzling at times to her corresnondents: 
lb84, to Judge Lord: 
Second of r·Iarch and the Crow and Snow high as the 
Spire, and scarlet expectations of thin[s tllat never 
come because forever here. 
22 
Chase,££· cit., PP• 258-9. 
23 
Taggard, £2· cit., p. 243. 
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1884, to JVirs. Hall and : 
The Orfan is moaning - the Bells are bmdng, I ask 
Vinnie wh2t time it is, a.nd she says i.t is Sunday, 
so I tell my pencil to make no noise, and we will 
go to the House of a Friend .••• 
1884, to JV'r. and !"'rs. Ebenezer Hoar (in renly to a 
weddine; invitation) 
I should hardly dare rlsk the inclemencies of Eden 
at this perilous Season. 
1862, to Samuel Bowles: 
Rememberinrr these l'linori ties - permit our c;reti tude 
for you - He ask that you be cautious - for ma.v 
sakes- excelling Our's. To recapitulate the Stars 
1~Tere useless as supreme. Yourself is Your's - dear 
friend - but ceded - is it not to her and there a 
minor Life? Do not defraud These - for Gold - may 
be bought - and Furple - may be bought but the sale 
of the Spirit - never did occur. 
1864, to Samuel Bowles: 
We didn't care so much - once - I wish it was then 
now but you kept tightening - so It can't be 
stirred - tod~ -
Diagnosis 
From the point of view of the clinician, a tentative 
evaluation mi.ght include the following components: 
(l) Schizoid nersonaliy ~2) 
withdrawal 
autistic thinking 
dissocistion 
brittle affect 
(3) Masculine identification (4) 
oedipal conflict 
castration fear 
Hysteria 
fugue 
phobia 
obsession 
compulsion 
Infantilism 
ora~ity 
dependence 
omnipotence 
sado-masochistic 
II, ':!'HE FHENOJVfENOLUGICAL APPROACH 
From thie a1):proach, the death poems of Emily 
Dickinson wouJd be important chiefly because as art 
phenomena, they show that the personality under con-
sideration is highl;y gifted, and must therefore be 
com1)rehended in terms of its giftedness. In place of 
a concern for sy:uiptomatoloe;y, there v!Ould be the follow-
ing attitude: 
In the study of genius one cause is as good as 
another; it gives the baffled mind somethlng to 
fiddle l'nth, but the truth is that there is no 
cause, there is only the intricacy o~· being • , 
her acts and the events that befell her are a part 
of and have to do with her genjus, not as cause, 
but as material,24 
Emily Dic·'~inson transcended the biogral)hical 
facts of her life by using them as material for her art, 
so that 111'lhen her hand 1rras attuned to her spirit, she 
worked in the harmony of genius that makes its own world 
d d f' b 1 t . d' 'd 1 't n 25 an pro uces thinr:s o_ a so u e ln J.Vl ua .. J. y, Beyond 
father, beyond death, beyond the grave, there existed the 
24 
Ibid.,p.75· 
25 
Brinnin, £2· cit., p. 13. 
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mysterious fsct of her endowment, sbout which we can know 
so little except ss we study the outvrsrd manifestations 
of the creative :process. Shaped, even Cletermined b;y the 
circUJnstances we have examined, its tri Ulllph lies in the 
work of art thst transcends time snd place and circUJTI-
stance. 'rhe creative-process entity operates somewhat 
aloof from the conditions of its environment, insistent 
upon prevailing, seizing upon the most unpropitious events 
for the means of its fulfillment. 
A Child Of Genius 
Of such a child, a psychoanalyst observes: 
• • the child of :potent; sl genius is inevitably a 
lonely child, no matter how many ueo:ple surround 
him. .!<'or he is a child who senses his own diff-
erence, feels isolated and inferior thereby: or, 
if he becomes aware of hls gift, is still isolated, 
finaing the greater sustenance in fantasy until 
his abi~ity2gegins to be realized in some definite expresslon. 
Much of what we know about the poet as a child she has 
told us in her superb poems about childhood. f'iany of 
these convey a sense of homelessness and outlandishness 
in a world of adults. Chase points out that she uses 
26 
Greenacre, "The Family Romance Of The Art" st", 
2:£· dt., p. 35. 
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smeJ lness, cnsts and spiders to convey her sense of 
lost bewilderment. 27 In the poem "A Loss Of Something 
Ever Felt I" she states that the first emotion she can 
recall was the emotion of bereavement. A •mourner", 
"she lurked among the children and bemoaned 'a dominion' 
28 from which she had been cast out." 
During her la.te twenties, when the creative flood-
tide was building to its peak, Emily Dickinson was often 
perplexed by her difference, and tried to define it. 
Thomas Johnson states: "There is not the slightest q_ues-
tion that she recognized a quality of pos!'ession sine;ular-
ly her own, and twice described it a_,,ring the years of 
29 
great creativity." One of these poems follows: 
Alone, I cannot be 
For Hosts - do visit me -
Recordless Company 
~lho baffle Key 
They have no Robes nor Names 
No Almanacs nor Climes 
But genera.l Hones 
I,ike Gnomes 
Their Coming, may be known 
By Couriers within 
Their rroing is not 
For they're never gone 
27 Chase, op. cit., p. 154. 
29 
Johnson, 212.· cit., p. 75. 
28 
Ibid.' p. 155. 
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1dhen e child, she must heve been visited by these same 
"Hosts" - the "Couriers" of her unusual sensibjlities. 
The child's mind translated these floods of sensation 
into visiting angels given permission to :play with a 
lonely earth child. Perhaps these were the seme angels 
she saw in the forest of her childhood and mentioned 
years later to Colonel Higginson. 
God pei'IT'its industrious Angels 
Afternoons - to play 
I met one - forgot my Schoolmetes 
All for Eiim straightway 
God calls home - the Anf>:els promptly 
At the Setting Sun 
I missed mine - how drear;r - ~larbles 
. f't } . C I lL er p .. aylng rown. 
Here, the poet merely hints that something radiant has 
heppened to heres a mark of specia1 favor. The angels 
God sent to visit the child were replaced by the "emperor 
of men" in her experiences of divine visitation as an 
adult. But child or woman, all her life, she seems to 
have stood in awe before the flood of psychic ener[';Y 
the>t ebbed and fl o••ed across her consciousness. In 
childhood, the sense of differentness which had isolated 
her from others became a priceless solace as it developed 
within her f"rowing body. In still another poem, she relates 
her childhood discovery of riches no one could take away: 
It was Fiven to me by the Gods 
1Nhen I wes a little Girl 
Thee' rive us Presents most - you know -
When we are new - and small. 
I lcept it in my Hand 
I never put it down 
I did not dare to eat - or sleep 
:B'or fear it would be gone -
I heard such words as 'Rich' 
When hurrying to school 
From lips at Corners of the Streets 
And wrestled with a smile. 
Rich! 'T,,as ::cyself - was rich 
'ro take the name of Gold 
And Gold to own - in solid Bars 
'rhe Difference - made me bold 
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In lster years, the bars of gold of childhood mem-
ory were condensed into the ore of a reduceless mine: 
To own the Art within the SoFl 
The Soul to entertain 
\-lith SHence as a Company 
ilnct Festival mai_ntain 
Is an unfurnished. Circumstance 
Possession is to One 
As an .t-state FerpetuaJ 
Or a reduceless Mine. 
In this adult conceptualization of her ciftedness, she 
comes closest to the truth: that neither visiting hosts, 
divine grace or industrious angels are the bearers of her 
gift. Tbe power she is possessed by, she ectual_ly possesses, 
since it is a pov1er not from without, but from within. 
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The Creative Process 
The passive illusion. Psychiatrist Ernst Kris 
asks "Why do creators of all kinds so often prefer to 
attribute their ac'lievements to the influence of such 
external ap-ents as chance, fate or a divine providence?"29 
In moments of revelation, the illusion of the passive 
recipient and the invading power is "one of the oldest 
and most persistent ideas in human history."30 It was 
also the way in which Emi._:_y Dickinson interpreted what 
she called experiences of divine visitation. This 
illusion of being seized and possessed by a su:nernatural 
pov1er is explained by Kris as actually "the driving of 
the unconscious toward consciousness." This event is 
then "attributed to the influence of the Divi'J.e."3l 
According to psychiatric description, 
The maturing oj· thoue;ht, the entry irto awareness 
from preconsciousness to consclousness tends to 
be rc;xperienceo as derived froll' outs:i,~e, as pas Pi veJy 
,-.eceived, not as actively p.roduced.-' 
To the consclous mind, its own unconscious is a stranger. 
But in the unconscious there lies a store of renressed 
29Ernst Kris, ~sychoanalytic Exolorations In Art 
(New York:: International Universities Press Incorporated, 
1952), p. 317. 
30 Herbert Read, The Forms Of 'l'hiJ:lL.S_ Unkn0_1\fn (r:ew York: 
~To""'~_zon P.,_,ess ~ 19E.o) :C• 53·---
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fantasy so well hidden that more ordina.r;y people never 
of 
consciously know/its existence except in dreams or in 
analysis. Perha:l)s the OIL1y single feature held in connon 
by all creative peo:l)le is that unlike nost of us, their 
psycl-Jic processes are more fluid. This permeabj_lity be-
tween psychic boundaries results in a shifting interl)lay 
between the preconscious and the conscious mind. These 
are the "oceanic 11 feeline:s" Brewster Ghiselin mentions 
in his discussion of the creative urocess: 
This yielding to the oceaiJic consci.ousness rrazr be a 
distractinf delight whi.ch . • • c~rt di_vert the worker 
from fornal acll ievement. In this ext rene the ex:uer-
ience vere:es unon the religious ••• it defines 
itself as .•. a sense of self-surrender to ~.n 
imrard neces?ity inherent in something Jarger than 
the ego ~nd tal~:ing precedence over the established 
order. 3.? 
At various times, E'llily tried to eX:l)lain this state to 
her correspondents. She, too, uses the analog;y of the 
sea to express the sensation in such phrases as: "I am 
so far fro:n land"; "I ar.1 pleasantJ y located in the deep 
sea" ; "baffled for just a day or two • • . embarrs s sed, 
not afraid." \Vi thout the knowledge of creative processes 
contributed by psychiatry, Emily was without reassurement 
except that found in the instinctive depths of her own genius. 
33 . 
Brewster Ghiselin (ed,), The Creative Process 
'Ork: New American Library, l'::15SJ-:~'i:"5:-
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Masculine - feminine nolarities. In her analytic 
work with the gifted, and from her studies of the lives 
of genius, Dr. Greenacre concludes "it seems that gifted 
children ma.y solve their oedipal problems less decisively 
than more average children do~34 Proceeding from the 
generally accepted assumption that the stahes of psycho-
sexual development are the oral, the anal, the phallic/ 
oedipal and the genital, Greenacre offers the follo•ling 
explanation. In this context, her use of the word "li-
bidinal" is interchangeable with the pre-geEital phases • 
• . . the artist begins life with i.nborn nua'_ ities 
of greater sensory r8sponsiveness and seEsitivity 
to rhythm and form than do most peonle. Personal 
relationshi:::-,s necessarily have a heightened in-
tensity, and thjs excess of empathy may extend 
further into the larger world. The effect of 
this would be to promote precocious development and 
to diminisb the boundaries between the libidinal 
pheses. Naturally, the oedipal phese would thus 
also be prematurely developed wjth an increase 
in intensjty, but with a diminished probability 
of its achievin<:; even the ordinery degree of re-
linQuishment of oedipal strivings, since these 
can instead remain attached as well to the • • • ob~ects of the outer world.37 \!father, God, Nature] 
This predisposj_tion in the child of potential e:enius 
would, in adult years, make possible the nhenomenon of 
creative inspiration, previously described. Within the 
34 
Greenacre, "rrhe Childhood Of The Artist", 212.• cit., 
p. 59· 
35 
Ibid. , p. 32. 
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psychic structure of the artist, the masculine and 
feminine components of the creati.ve impulse are inter-
changeable. 'I'hus inspiration may be seen as both an active 
(masculine) and a passive (feminine) experience. People 
have commented on the aggressive enerzy of the Dickinson 
poetry. But strikingly feminine are her descriptions of 
the reception of grace. As Maslow has observed, "inspira-
tion happens to a person; but the person makes the artistic 
product."36 The aggressive libidinc>J energy of the artist 
is pro;jected upon the larger world, to whicl'. he responds 
in variety and in depth, thus diverting libidinal energy 
well-
from ~/defined sexual goal. This indecisiveness toward 
the heterosexual commitment is more possible in the gifted 
artist since, "by the very nature of their early libidinaJ 
phase development Ghey havJ not on;y a hi.f:rer capacity 
for bisexuality, but a greater fluidity in changes of 
emphasis between the various libidinal pha.se ddves. "37 
36 
Abraham Maslow, "Creativity In k:lelf-Actualizing 
People," Creativity And Its Cultivatiog_,_ Anderson, Earold, 
(ed.), (New l'ork: Harper and Brothers, 1'69), p. 92. 
37Greenacre, QQ• cit., p. 6e. 
The Creative Personelity 
The jnterest in the workings of the creative process 
that has arisen in the past ten years continues to grow and 
to provide the literature with information about the crea-
tive personality. Unly a small sampling from this large 
accumulation is presented here. Desnite its casualness, 
it demonstra.tes the ease with which it was possible to 
identify these characteri:=tics with Emi 13' Dickinson. 
·The eternal child. In discussing the creative 
personaljty, Penry Yurray comments on the capacity for a 
passionate energy almost approachin[ hypomania, as i'lell 
as for playful, happily irresponsible or "drunkeil 11 states 
of mind. 38 In his biography of Emily Dickinson, Johnson 
decleres "There is a vitality in the way she thought and 
expressed herself so urgent as to be aloost ag[ressive. "39 
In the poet's vrords, this meant "I find exstacy i_n livinc:-
the mere sense of living is :joy enough." She also spoke 
of the "intuitive glee" that came to her gratuitously. 
It may have been a kind of "hypon;ania" and certainly she 
could become "druiLk:en" in these states of excitement: 
38 
Henry l"'urray, "The Vicissitudes of Creativity", 
Creativity, op. cit., p. 107, 
39 
Johnson's Biogranh.y, op. cit., p. 136. 
\-lith the happy irresnonsibility mentioned by l4urray, 
she announces, 
Inebriate of Air - am I -
And Debauchee of Dew -
ReeJjng - thro endless summer days -
From inns of JVjol ten Blue 
i44 
Says Johnson · "Tb.e exuberance of 1 · v · ' l d h • • _ .  _ 2. J_rtg overwne .. me _er. 
Each new excitement became a heqdy liquor that made her 
stagger. "40 
Hilgard comments more specifically on the child-
like qualities of the genius. Like the child, there is 
a belief in one's own omnipotence, as ":p2rt of a child's 
. 1141 heroic Irake-belleve. Emily cherished pov1er, and in a 
note to Susan Gilbert, once advised her to valne it above 
all else. Said Emily: "To be alive is power" in a letter 
to Colonel Higginson. And in a poem, she states the.t mere 
existence, even "without a further function," is "Omnipotence 
Ehough." 
'Che sense of pow·er from within is extended to control 
of or power over others through words. Hilgard comments, 
"we can enually well think of them as master magicians." 42 
40 
Ibid. , p. 46.• 
41 
Ernest Hilgard, "Creativity and Problem-Solving", 
Creativity, Q2· cit., p. 176. 
42 
Ibid. 
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The diffe~ence between the magical control of the 
schizoid personality and the map-ic of the artist is 
pointed out by Ernst Kris who observes that the artist 
"attempts to control a world, and in his creation the:re 
is embodied some of the magic elements of control found 
in the schizophre"lic. Ho1-:ever, the artist communicates 
somethj_Ef that has realistic meanine;. His goal is depiction; 
the psychotic merely transforms reality in modes that remain 
43 
static and seek no audience. 
A contemporary poet points out that lane;uag:e is a 
defensive thing, and that the poet is out to f"et the \vorl d 
under control by first naming ob~ects. He calls thj_s 
44 4c; 
verbsl control the "primitive poet act." t_nderson ./ 
has commented on Emily Dickinson's be:Lief in tl'e power of 
language and reminds us that among her man,y statements 
on this subject, one poem declares: "A word is dead, wl}en 
it is said/Some say/I say it just becins to live/That day," 
Hil[ard's remark on the creative persoE's denendency 
on others, and his ":Tullibility or uncritical accentance in 
43 
Ernst Kris, 2£· cit., p. 169. 
44Richard Wilbur, "'Jlhe Problem of Creative 'l'hinking 
In Poetry" ,The Nature Of Creative Thinkinro:: A 1'-lonop-raph 
(New York: Uriversjty Press, 1952) p. 5g:--
45 Anderson, 2£· cit., pp. 40-41. 
some in tell ectuaJ. 46 sphere." 
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In this connection, 
Greenacre speaks about the search for the patron "which 
seems pert of the apparent naive dependency and unworldli-
ness of many gifted people. "47 Such a "patron" was 
Colonel CJ:igginson, the last and most influential of Emily 
Dickinson's cbosen mentors. Among others were a proninent 
Philadelphia clere;yman and a law-student in her father's 
office. George ~ihicher reveals the naive de:pendency 
and unworldliness behind this search for the patron: 
From her !'!ount Holyoke days to the end of her Jife 
there were few times when she did not regard herseJf, 
more or less playfully, as sornebody's 'scholar.' In 
seekinr; out end attaching herself to themen whom she 
selected as her tutors, she disnlayed an adventurous-
ness quite at variance with her' accustomed shyness. 48 
Seclusion. 
One of the most striking outward manifestations of 
Emily Dickinson's differentness in terms of every-day 
living is the fact of her self-elected twenty-year seclusion. 
It is not possible to deny that her retreat from the world 
"involved flirht and surrender; and entailed ver:T paini·ul 
and damaging renunciations." But it was also a"consolida-
46 Hilgard, £2· cit., p. 175. 
47 
Greenacre, £2· cit., n. 65. 
48 George ~micher, This Was! Poet, £2· cit., p. 83. 
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tion of fo~ces, an set o~ power." 
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was P~]_e to control her relationships with ~er father, 
her mother, her si>:ter, her brother and her sister-in-
law. Sa;ys Anderson "hers was a fJiFht fro!!' the ever,ts 
of living into the perceytion of intensely felt life, 
a deliberate economy of thought and emot]on in order to 
focus ore her inner 1•orld of values." 50 
In fleein~ from the family circle, she also fled 
from the 19th century New England cul ture. About \·/al t 
1ffii tman' s America, l'1acLeish observes: "J'he materialism and 
vule;arity of tncse yeers were not as flafrant as the ma-
terialism and vulf"arity i_n which we live, but the indiff-
51 
erance •ms f':reater." \merever Emily Dickinson turned, 
she met "an unbroke:'l front of blinking bew:ild erment." 
The community l'las gent 1 e, but unresnonsi ve. 'l'he same 
static incomprehension met her everywhere. Thic:- s"e had 
52 
acce:rted whe:'l scarcely more than a child." To this state 
of affairs, Emily cmnnented to Higginso"l: "AJl men say 
'whst' to me." 
49 
Chase, 22• cit., p. 261. 50 . Anderson, 22· c1t., p.296. 
51 Archibald JV:acLeish, Louise Po!_?;an and Hi chard ·,ru bur, 
EmiJv Dic~dnson: 'l'hree Views. (Amherst: Amherst Col1Pp;e 
Press,· 1960) p. 20. -
52 
Todd's Ancestors, 22· cit., p. 235. 
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Riche.rd Chase has held forth at so!l1e le·'lgth on 
the emotional tenuousness, the heavy uniforl'lity of 
manner and opihion, the imprisoninf mediocrity, the level-
ing out, slackness, softness and bl_untness of moral and 
and i.ntellectual experience and the anxious isolation end 
53 
monotor_y of :orivete and public life. He concludes: 
Emily Dickinson had discovered that i'l the America 
of the l';lth century one of tne few ways to have a 
set of manners which was not open tg4anomaly and subversion was to become a recluse. 
She retired fro!l1 t~e world to write roetr,y in order, through 
her ~ry to endure the American provincial scene: 
On the blea 1,ness of my lot 
Bloom I strove to raise. 
Late, TI:Y acre of a rock 
Yielded grape and maize. 
Soil of f 1 int if steadfast ti1led 
wHJ reward the hand; 
Seed of palm by Libyan sun 
J:i'ructified in sand. 
Chase asserts that she "refused both instinctively and on 
intellectuel grounds the :omrerfu1 der.1and of society thet 
she r:ive of rerself 1-1hat society thought yroper. " 55 An 
editorial i.n the Springfield Republican yrinted on November 
20,1867, entitled "1.-lomen As Artists" -orovides an idea of 
53 
Chase,££· cit., P:9• 18, 23. 
54 
Ibid. , n. 266. 55 Ibid., p. 268. 
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what "society thoucht proper": 
• • • it wD 1 be no more ter!.'i bl e to heve tt>e country 
flooded with mistaken women-artists, so called, t~an 
with mist~ken women-poets, who are so numerous lately.56 
Because of the climate of the times she lived in, one 
senses what Chase calls 
. the rlr;htnesE of her jeaJo11sJ~r g-uerded nrivacy 
and her strategy of Jceeping society at l'rms length . 
• • . we see that Emily Dickinson pe~ceived the 
dangers offered to her by the feminism as well as 
by the r-eneral C'll ture of the time and that -
though she fell far short of perfectly succeedjng, S? 
she was determined to protect herself and her art.~ 
The Sanity Of True Genius. 
1./hatever the residue of neurotic or nreps;ychotic 
elel'lents in the life of the poet, the proof of her essen-
tial sanity lies in her art. Psychintrist Kris asserts 
that the work of art, as an aesthetic 1,and therefore a 
social Dhenomenon) has been clinically proven to derive 
58 from an intact ego. The artist may develop neurosis, 
especially thekind that is caused by his relation to so-
ciety. But lvhere imbalance exists with e;enius, genius 
tvill tend to prevail, despite impediment. The success-
ful crec<tive act is the triumph over neurosis and fulfill-
ment thro•wh creativity tends to unify and. hermonize the 
total persoJal:'. ty. Ni ~ insJry and Van Gogh were concuered 
56 
Leyda, 21?.· cit., p. 126. 57 CJ:oase, .2£· ci:t_. , p. 292. 
58!( . •t 160 
__ rl s , on . c J_ • , p . / . 
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by their madness, but when contact with reaJity ended, 
so did their lives as creative artists. 
In connection with evidences of bizarre behavior 
that runs contrary to the cul~tural norm, Greenacre con-
siders such manifestatJons in the developin§' artist to 
be "rebellious attacks a!":ains ordinar;y order in the blind 
search for Jjberation." She uoints out that such behavjor 
the 
"m~y upset/ordinary course of development, produclng 
seeming1y unreliable or even chaotic behc:vior which j~s 
likely to be regarded only as perverse or psychopathic 
until the strenct;, of the artistic de"lands he.ve brought 
59 
about so!lle definite fruitions." EmiJy Dlckinson paid 
a high :orice for her extremes of feelinf. ·'I'agpard states 
1'!0 poet ever came so close to f'aiJ ure; no one ever 
walked so near insanity and yet remained sane, or 
held in so des:perate a war such contending obsessions, 
vanities, aversions, shames or fierce desires for 
sp],endour and apulause. 60 
put forth all its blossoms. As Genevieve Taggard tells 
59 
Greenacre, "The Relation of The Imposter To The 
Artist", Psychoanalytic Study, QQ.J. cit., p. 528. 
60 
Tage-ard, QQ• cit., p. 239. 
it' 
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The verc;es of insanity are never crossed. (11Ji.te, and 
Emily lasted out her days untaken by the spectre. 
'rhe very words tha.t sl>ow her so unstrung and tanr:led 
:in her 1 etters wilJ fight their way eve;;tualJy i;;_to 
her poetry, and the ideas, whict sound for cryntic 
effect written to her friends, co:rce out whole,- as 
bodily perfect as onJ y 1 ong sanity can mel-ee t"em. 
• • • In the steady flood of sani t;y from her poetry 
Emily Dickinson's moro~~ity shrinks to the darkness 
housed under a pebble. 
Of her, l'laJcolm Brinnin declares, 
If she is not the greatest woran noet, it is diffi-
cult, beyond the ancient praise t 1oat seals Saopho 
in t':e cl2ssic pantreon, to sa.y 11\10 is. Her con-
tell'poraries, Elizabeth Barrett :Srowning end Chris-
tina Rossetti, Jeft no body of work to !I'atch hers 
at its greatest, and, in the twentieth century, 
ar10ng poets writ in:::; in English, only :cari.en.ne rv'oore 
and Elizabeth Bishop have shown themselves to be of 
an excellence next to hers.62 
As a young ~1mnan, Emily Dic 1dnson fled in horror 
frorr: the antedeluvian fidelity of en accomplished e;uest 
who called a.t her door in black broadcloth end bleck setin 
stock. Shortly before her lest illness, she sensed the 
presence of her constant lover and, as the gracious chate-
laine, made ree.dy for his co~ing: 
61 
Ibid., popo 241, 243o 
62 
Brinnin, 2J2 o cit o , p o 19. 
Guest am I to have 
Light my nort~ern room 
'Nhy to cordiality so averse to come 
Other frjends adjourn 
Other bonds decay 
~~~Y avoid so ne_rrowly 
l':y fideHty 
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Even as sl::e :prepared to welcome the comine: dark which Has 
soon to return ~er to the mystery whence she and her gi~t 
had come, she turned to say her farewell to the divine 
hosts of inn.er revel at ion. 1Ji th ace ept2:nce and under-
standing, she v.rrote: 
Ima["e of Licht, Adieu 
'l'hank:c for the interview 
.So lonE - so s':tort 
Preceptor of the whole 
Coeval Cardinal 
Impart - Depart. 
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III. IMPLICATIONS 
Out of the laboratory techniques th?t Freud and 
his follovrers applied to the study of the human mind, 
a fund of information, diagnostic terms and working 
assumptions has been amassed which is shared in common 
with everyone working in the field of personality. The 
usefulness of such a body of kn01d edge in the hc>n<'i. s of 
people who rave ass:tmilated its concepts for the purpoc.e 
of incorporatinf" them into a larger rc>.tionale is self-
evident. The danger lies in the uses to which such 
knowledse ma,v be put. 'l'he techniques of dissection and 
cl.iagnosis may very readily become an end in thernsel ves. 
In such a situEti on, it is the incl ividuel '"ho suffers. 
It i.s therefore necessary for the counselor to master bis 
discinline before his discipline masters him. Chiefly, 
it is a question of determining the goal. If the goal is 
to be the [':athering of j_nformation, and the appl iceti.on of 
diagnostic techniques, an impressive structure of per~ectly 
valid hypotheses about the counselee can be erected. Such 
an edifj_ce may become a discrete entity with which the 
theraT·ist may fiddle endlessly in the task of finding a "cure." 
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The intellectual temptation to play chess w·i th his own 
brain child is great. Lawrence Kubie comments on the 
danger: 
in the entire field of a1enlied scientific 
research I know of no external source of dis-
tortion P'reater than is the ear:erness of the 
nhysician to find 8. cure' an ea('"erness \>Jhich 
derives simul ta::1eously from soci_1ll pressures, 
from humanitarian impulses and from :1ore 
deeply egocentric needs. Freud commented lone: 
since on the unconscious sadistic nurposes which 
may at times mas(luerade in this disguise.b3 
In the process of S1' ch tinJcering, the thera-:!ist is 
in CO!'_Stant danger of losing permanent touch 1-ri th his 
client, and has impressed no one but Y:.imself CL"ld his 
colleaeues. If he defines the therapeutic goal as 
that of providing assistance to the sufi'erinE client 
for the purpose of bringing about some degT'ee of lastinc 
remission of "sympto~r.s", then he muc.t nroceed from a 
different vantage point. The relinquishment of the 
Faustian goal means that the therapist must at times 
be vlilling to see improvement without knowing precisely 
what has brought this about. This means the development 
of a kind of "negative capabllity", or simnly, the ability 
to tolerate not ''nowing. Some interpersonal processes are, 
p. 95. 
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in the'Tiselves so delicate, that any attempt to "understand" 
them shatters the entire fragile desie:n - w'J:'ch was prob-
ably beyond verbal definition anywa;;'. 
But social scientists dispJ ay e "nervous resentment 
of anyt'linp intuitive, imagineti ve, s•veepi np and uncategor-
i zabl e. n64 In speaking of l"lartin Buber' s c:>:>usade for 
trusting, vibrant contact, psychiatrist Be:>:>trarr Scbaffner 
states: 
The various mystics, I feel, describe e:z:;::'eri.ences 
which doubtless had their orie:in in. real 1 ife 
events, but it has al1·rays seemed to Ee thet the 
real meaninr; or helnfulness of t1oeir ex:rce:>:>iences 
were lost because of the inability of tlle rwstics 
to analyze and describe clearly .vh8t "ad ta'"en 
nloce. Too often '"e are lured by the exoticism 
of en exnerience which we ca1u1ot exanine crj.ticall}' 
becaus~ we J:l,gve got been P"iven the !"em's to under-
sta.nd l t at all. 5 
It is ;iust this Faustian passion to lmow which 
n<n·r is out o::' step with the crying need of the times 
in .vhich we live. The problem and its solution is 
described by psychiatrist Pieter Kors: 
·The FreudJa·J approech came at e ti.me when sexuality 
v.res rerressed, but humanity hed :>:>ec>ched a point of 
growth where it vms able to deal viith t".is area. 
Frend brought into the open a funda~entaJ p~rt of 
hu.ma.n existence tl1et could no lOFfer be den:i.ed. 
Existential:i.sm is another a.nswer and aYJother ree.ct:i.on 
64
stanle;y Hyman, "A Critica'. look At PsycholOP'J' 11 , 
The lunerican Scholar, Winter, 1959-60, p. 26. 
65 
·Bertram Sc' affner, "Thou"'hts Abo·u.t Therapy Today", 
Mental Hygiene, July, 1 ':!59, 43: 344-4:;,. 
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in a time when love, truth, and fc:ith as an 
essential p2rt of human existence are reuressed 
in a wo:ld- ggvoted to technical iievel opm-;,nt and 
conform1 sm. 
Using the death theme in the poetry of Emily 
Dickinson as the presentinf "symptom", and carefully 
selecting the "evidence" from a body of documented in-
formation, the preceding chapters of this thesis have 
demonstrated that it is possibJe to build an elaborate 
theoretical system around the facts of a life 1vhich 
may be logically valid in its design, and may even have 
been valid on some psychic Jevel during the lifetime of 
the subject. C1 inicians are constantJy constructing 
similar edifices with live subjects, as well_ as with 
deceased genius. In the literature, Dante, Goethe and 
Shakespeare have been reintroduced to us as repressed 
homosexuals .vi th ca stratj_on complexes, par2noi a and 
masochistic cycJothymia.6? If the p2ssion for clinical 
labels could be kent safely ensconsed in the written record, 
the hazard to the cJiBDt would be less. The danger Jies 
in the attitude behind the point of view. A good deal 
66 
Pieter C. Kors, ''The Existential JV'o!'lent In 
Psy-chotherapy", Psychiatry, 24: pp. 161-2, l"'ay, 1961. 
67 
Stanley Hyman, 212.. cit. , p. ?7. 
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of aggressive drive and scientific curiosity co into the 
making of a medical doctor. In the dissection of cada-
vers, such attitudes serve the doctor \vell. In the 
psycbi_atric specialty, they tend to be carried over to 
dissection of the suffering psyche. On the basis of aJl 
previous training, th~re is a comuulsion to concretize 
the intengible, to dissect out the symptom for labellinr;. 
As a LUropean psychiatrist puts it, 
In this country, where the culture is predominantly 
technical-minded, psychiatrists are !'lore concerned 
with the immediate uractical treatment situation 
th2.n 1vi tr_ phil oso:ph1cal consi.derations. 68 
Such attltudes inevitecbly distort the thera,:peutic rela-
tionship, since, as Cc.rl Roe;ers points out, "One cannot 
engage in psychotherapy without giving oper2.tional evi-
dence of an under1yi_n':" value orientction and view or 
60 human nature." ~ : .. Jhat many ardent clinicians fail to 
grecsp is that in their own minds, the diaghostic deci.si.on 
"freezes" the client in time, when actually, the ps:;ccho-
therapeutic relationship operates in a constant state of 
urocess at rates of speed and circumstance alien to the 
time orientation of the therapist. Under such conditions, 
68 
Kors, 2£· cit., p. 153. 
69c 1 D ar .. ogers, 
Journa.l of Counselinv 
•iA Note On Tbe Nature Of :f-'~an", 
Psychology, 4:1~9. Fall, 1057. 
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a balance betvJeen sound clinical c;roundinc; and a "willing 
suspension of disbelief" seems indicated, unless the art 
oi' heaJ ing the sick mind has arrived at the end point of 
its own development. 
Although EP1ily Dickinson lived in an era of ie;-
norance and preJudice about mentaJ il:tness, it is certain 
thet her own su!"ferings drove her to seeK intellectual 
and spiritual guidance of the sort that was available 
to her. Whicher declares the search for a mentor to have 
been the master-passion of her life. 70 'J'he need to connu-
nicate was desperate, and out of her essenb.al leek of 
end sadl'Cess in he"" J ife were ir.tensifjed. On A:rril 15, 
1862, Emily Dickinson sent four poems to Thomas wentworth 
Hi[';§dnson and asked for his critical advice. Her request 
was in response to an article he had written for the April 
isEue of the Atlartic r·wnthly which gave advice to young 
writers. His reply launched a correspondence that lasted 
throughout her life. Although he did not think her poetry 
was publishable, she still begred him to be her ''Precentor." 
70 
Whjcher, £2· cit., p. 83. TJ-:is feet se:c>ves to 
illustrate the irrelevency of the clinical "insirht" to 
the phenomenal meaninc;s of the client. In Chapter IV, 
page es, th8 theor;y of cast!'ation fee.r was constructed. 
To the c1 inician, tr.is means somethinf Freudian. Bt.J.f: 
pril'lAry p!'ocess thinJdnc uses such concrete symbols in 
the displacement and co11densation of other inex-pressible 
feelinf"S. Hence, the "castration fantasy" may be social 
Or eCQUOmiC' and may Symbolize the pc.ti ent IS incrti C1Jl c.te 
senEe of beinr cut off from hj("her human develo:;Jment. 
'.o.Thicher makes th:' s clear of Emily whe'1 he says "cut off 
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":'})is :rlea. 1vas a "personal cry, a psycroJor;ical necessity 
•.• uttered in the face of his rejection of her work 
as art." 71 Eige;.inson sensed that her need for him 
'..ras a personal need, statinc in his October, 1801 article 
for the Atlantic ~'onthly that he recocnized her hope th~t 
"I shou 1 d afford some aid in solving her 8bstruse :problem 
f l .f "72 o l e. A 1_1 that he was able to do was to communicate 
"hj s own serenity. • • and give her the therapy she f3ought" 
by establ is!linc hif'1.sel f as a reliable friend. 73 Appa.rently, 
that little was a g-reat deal to Emily Dic',inson, for she 
wrote to him in June of 1869 to say, "Of our greatest acts 
we are ignorant··· You Here not aware that you saved my 
Life." Johnson COilll!'ents that Ej nci.nson COUld not lF·ve 
knovm that he had "provid~d a releese froi" tl-Jo tensjons 
d d h f'aiJ.l·ty."74 Tt . d btf l th t an preserve -~er - ~ lS ou u~ ".2 a. 
clinical approach to her "abstruse problem of life" could 
have helped fu;ly Dickinson. Ul timateJy, her struc;gl e 
l·ms to become what she 1-ras, insofar as the environ.!Jlent 
permitted. \Vhen she and ''IifgJnson finally met, 'be 
from any form of externaJ activity, she was forcec1 to ficht 
a n~ivate battle to nreserve her s.eJ f-resnect and nersonRl 
intee;rity." ('~'hicher. Ibirl.., p.307.) - • 
7l 72 
Johnson, 2£· cit., p. 113. Ibid., p. 72 
73Ib.-~.,p.l21. 74 Ibid., I'• 83. 
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made tvro significant observations. In I".jd-Aut:ust, 1870, 
he wrote in hjs diary: "she began to ta 1 k and thencefor-
aff'ecte"tion. Sloe seemed to spea'' absolute' y for her ow:~ 
relief, and 1.rholly 1.ri_thout •ratc':linc its effect on her 
h 11 75 T th 0 t h 1°0] 1·tl t. ,,. =~ ~ t. 1 ."earer. ~n _ e c Ocer c." ~ _,_an lC LOn:'-Y -~r lC e, 
be states: 
She was "!uch too enigmatical a hejn['; "oc:- me to 
solve in an hour's interview, and an instinct 
told me that the slightest attem?t at direct 
cross-examinetion '"ou1 d melre her withdraw into 
her shell; I could only sit still and watch, as 
one does in7~he •roods; I must name my bird without a [Un. . . . 
To be allo'"·red to taPr "absolutely for her own relief," to 
a sympethetic Jistener was the need sb_e h2d lont:; denied 
herself. And Eir:·Einson_' s decision to "sit still and 
'"atch" was instinctively rir;ht. His phrase "I must name 
my bird without 8 gun" might have been trans:oosed to read 
"I must watch my bird without a name" - since often the 
name(or the diat:;nostic label) is the gun. It js doubtful 
thc<.t e clinical diagn_osis could h8ve bee;uiled anyone but 
the fascineted clinician. 
75 
Johnson, Ibid., p. 21. 
76
reyda, 2£· cit., vol. 2, p. 152. 
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A cU_nical :psychologist s:;ceaks out ero;sinst the 
reductive approach to :personality: 
.•. Stsrtinr· too soon witC, anal3'2is and classi-
fication, ''e run the risk of tesrir~? !"ental li:"e 
into frezments and beginninf': vli th false cl eeveges 
that misrenresent the salient orr:eni z.ations and 
natural inteprrations in perso~.sl--life. 77 
In the mc,tter of E'mily Dickinson's seclusion 
alone, a very strong "case" could be constructed. But 
the client in therapy is not on trial, nor is he other-
1vise beinf "investigated" for a crime. Be see}:s allev-
iation of his sufferine-s, which are intensif:i_c;d by the 
lzind of world he lives in. Today, work is no lancer 
pPrt of a ritual, and the !"a"l on the e.ssembl 3' 1 ine sel-
dom sees the end n;:odvct whic';_ his sine-le, re:petitive, 
task helus to create. We see such fragmentation reflected 
physically ; n broken 1rinship ties, in soci.aJ mobility and 
in instrumental re1 ationships. r!ass. Cor~munication is 
entirely one-sided. With less personal contect, large 
rrou:;·s of people come to be menip;JJated by S3'IDbols - 'nerds 
arrang-ed in special ways to evo 1~e specie] psycholOR'ical 
responses. HumanJ.ty suf1"ers from the loss oi' love, truth 
and faith. lt is the ts.sk of the therapist tode.;y to bring 
77 
Gordon '.-!. AJ.l nort, "The Use Or J:-ersona.l Documents'', 
op • cit . , :o • 56 • 
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out apain these essential cmaJ itics e.nd to C"ive them a 
'18 
chance to pro>r and express themselves. Out of the 
need of our times bas evolved the Rog-erien theory of 
therapy wherein the §'Oal is "the nrovlsiocc of exc•erience 
whereby the indivlduel is enabled to m2ke more e.denuate 
differentlc.tion of the phenomenal self e.nd its rel_eti_on-
ship to exter:1al reality." 78 Suc'J ex:peri ence can,.,ot be 
D'~O"'r-i d ~n j_n c.tt~ t-,,, es that tre'3t t!- e c.lie.nt as thoufh 
he \·Jere G. peometrice.l proposition. 'rhe richness, subtlet;<' 
and ve.rj_ety of the 1nnd of 'Y'an defies lo::'·ice-1 en2.1 3rsis, 
despite the facility with which the mind of the therenist 
may build lor:ical tbeories.about the client. But valid 
theorizi~~-~ is not t~e same as necessary theorizing. 
To impose a.n artificial "richtnese" upon a client in search 
of help is to defiYJe him in terms other tllan his own. 
'l'o acce"t him i.n his own evolving reality is to assist 
him in "acce_rctL1P' tl-Je 1-rorJd, the other, and one':o self as 
they reaLly are and, in conseouence, fi:•d~rc and accenti'1f 
one's ovm place in the scheme of t 11inr2. 80 
78 
Kors, ££• ci~., p. 162. 
79 Carl Rogers, Client-Centered Therarv (Boston: 
Houghton-I"'ifflin, 1'?5U P• 146. 
80 
Kors, ££·cit., p. 160. 
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In sc ;_enti_fic research, the perfect theorttical 
construct that simply fails to work when applied to 
phenomenal reality is occasionally encountered. Because 
the problem is objectively discernible, it is readily 
detected. It is the very inaccessibilit:;' a.nd rnyFtery 
of the buman mind that permit alcwst limitless rossi-
bilities for thera.peutic warpint; to exist and to perpet-
uate tl-.emselves. 'I'here is no such thine: as a s;eneralized 
human mind. T·l-.e human mind exists onl~' in "intensely 
f' II 81 persor1eJ __ orms. And only the i_ndividual lc0ows for 
bimseli' alone how a feeling is ex:rerienced, or bow thoughts 
2rise and become linked with one another. i,Vben Emily Dick-
inson exclaimed: "Eve~· day life feels n::ip;htier, and what 
1'1e h0ve the poorer to be, more stupendous." And, "•ro live 
is so startli_ng, it leaves but little room for ot':ler occu-
pations'i a cli.ni_ci.an may have seen her as possessed of 
feeling:s of infantile omnipotence and displaying evidence 
of autistic thinking. \.Jhatever elements of the neurotic 
may have existed in her retreat from the world, the fB_ct 
that she "was possessed to a most uncommon degree by emo-
tiohal responses so 2cute as to be peinfnl to herself and 
82 
others" , derived from the intense sensibilities of her 
81 
Allport, The Nature Of PersonaJit:v, 2£.· cit., p.206. 
82 
Johnson, 2£.· cit., p. 51 
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integral giftedness, which no amount of tl-Jerai'Y ~mul d 
have changed. Conceivably, a non-di.recti ve face-to-fc;ce 
tberaC'eutic relRtionship could have drained off some of 
the acuteness of response, but it is also possible that 
the 
the rerroval or lesseninr, of/inner pressures thet resulted 
in great poetry would aJso have rel"oved or lessened the 
im:pul se to create it. She once said "l"'y 1 ife b.e.s been 
too simple and stern to embarrass any." The simplicity 
was imposed by the Hew England environment of her time 
and place; t'Le necessity was imposed fror:1 within. After 
visiting her in 1870, Eigginson wrote "I never i'Jas with 
any one w"b o drained my nerve pm;er so much. ',Jj thout 
touchins her, she drew fror me. I a~ glCJd not to live 
near her."83 "No one", Johnson states, "wRs more aware 
of the drainin~ effect in persona1 cont~cts then she 
84 
herself." To see her seclusion in any terms other 
than the phe'lorrenol context of her giftedness would be 
to "uncerestimc;te the complexity of exrerience out of which 
cood poetry comes, the difficuJ ty with 1·rhich it is written, 
and the reasons 1-rhy it is written. "85 
83 
Ibid. , p. 51 
85 
Ch2 se, Q2. cit. , p. 104. 
84 
Ibid. 
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clinical theories may be applied to the' imperfect 
solutions for her :predicament of isolatj on. In 1869, 
'rhomas Bicginsoc wrote to her to say, 
It is hard forme to underst?nd h01v you can live so 
alone, with ttour-hts of such a rarit;' comin;::· ur 
in you ••. Yet it isolates or.a anywhere to think 
beyond a certai r :a oint or hove s11ch l umi.nous flashes 
BS corre to you - so r·erhaps the ple.ce does not maJce 
much difference. 
The greatest boon for Emily Dickinson would have been a 
source of communication, acceptance, and confirmation. 
In its absence, she worked out her own destiny through 
art. Although she suffered from the lack of a strong, 
heJ pine relatj onship, she would, .have suffered stili more 
in the hands of a "diacnostician," - who vlould then no 
doubt have p:roceeded to pub1ish his "findings." 
A psychiatrist who espouses the existentjaJ view-
point in psychotherapy believes that the feelin::: of be-
lone;inc; and partjci:;cating without the need for co11.cre-
tizaticn and systell'atization is the basis of' our deepest 
emotions for tb e cosmos, for n2ture cmd for 011r fellovr 
men. 1-lben achieved, it is the highest level of lmman 
86 develo:pment. 
86 
Kors, £!2.· cit., p. 160. 
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1 
• .Jhether the counselor with little knowledge, or 
the psychiatrist with only slightly !!'Ore knowledge under-
takes to assist another in the task of adjusting to the 
human condition, he serves best who re,a:ins humbJe befo.,.,e 
essential 
thejmystery of the mi.nd. i:fter fi <'t:v-onc; ;rc··~·~ r-" _, ___ _ 
J;_n: he!" :Dersona1 !JG.-radox, Wily Dickin_son co1Jld say of 
Let T'le not thirst 1·ri th this Eoclc at my Lip, 
Nor beg, '.'ii th Domains in my Pocket -
Having pas2ed throuc:h anxiety and loneliness - as we 
all do - Emily Dickinson bad learned hOh' to bear these 
f:o.cts of life and to feel that her life had EO!Je meaninr;. 
'.ro as2ist the suffering client in the discovery of his 
0\•m meanings is a therapeutic coal that allows less certainty 
than the clinical attitude. Hol·iever, in the rosence of 
diarno2ti.c sureness, a different sort of thera:reu.tic 
climate develops. I mean the climc>te of cJ:oange and crowth. 
In the psychotherapeutic relationship, two levels 
of reality may be seer:. to operate sinml taneously. One 
is the subconscious level; the other is the phenorrenol 
level i:-1. which the client struorles. The 2ttitucle of 
the therapist to·,rard the client 1-IilJ be effected by the 
dep:ree to which he has rel:i_nnuished intellectual interest 
in the subconscious and allocved the here and now (in which 
he participates wit"' the client) to take precedence. 
167 
The need is ~ot for less clinical theory, since 
this Hould tend to refute the realjt;y of the monumental 
Freudian accomplishn:ent. Rather, it is a need for a 
more influential philosophy of interpersonal rel c.tions 
the.t answers the conditions of the times. Psychiatrist 
Pieter Kors quotes from Heides-zer's Sein und Zeit to 
remind us that "'The (lUalit;y of a science is mar'Ied by 
the fact of l:ovr far it is 2ble to accept a heal thy 
critid sm of its own ba.sic ideas.' n8 7 
87 
Ibid., p. 162. 
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